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charter and Wiesner's address.
In his speech, Wiesner thrust

the importance of learning to
the fore, saying, "Our [MIT's]
first responsibility. . is to
learning itself. Our second re-
sponsibility, since ours is the
world's foremost institute of
technology, is to understand
what our learning and discov.-

Text of the inaugual address
begins on page S.

eries may do to man and society,
and to transnamit that knowledge
to new generations..." And
later, to make it clear that he did
not mean for MIT to abandon
social issues, Wiesner added, "As
an institution within a larger
community, we must respond to
national needs."

After re-stating some of the
criticism that has been leveled4
against MIT, in particular the
cries that tecinology's "on-
slaught must be stopped," Wies-
ner argued that "without scienti-
fic knowledge and wise techno-
logical investments now and in
the future, the problems of man-
kind will only increase." Now,
he said, "it is our obligation to
intervene on the side of man."

Today's students, Wiesner
continued, "want to develop
broadly in all spheres - moral,
social, intellectual and political
and they do not want their lives
compartmentalized." "We have
begun to break the academic
lockstep here at MIT," he stated,
with new programs. In addition,
he posited the development of
"a deep and sustained interest
on the part of students and
faculty in the educational pro-
cess itself as a discipline worthy
of investigation and study..."

'This is a unique moment...
to pause and re-examine our
educational policies..." he
pointed out. "We can recast the
concept of a liberal education in
a contemporary mold by inte-
grating science-and technology
with the study of man and his
culture." He offered a warning
to MIT however, by recounting
that "the integrated education
we dreamed of [when the
School of Humanities and Social

Draft ceiling set at 125
during current year

By Lee Giguere
In a ceremony that left the

president visibly -moved,
orporation Chairman Howard

iohnson formally installed Dr.
erome B. Wiesner as the thir-

nt president of MIT.
The chmange of office was
mbolized by the presentation

f the MIT charter to Wiesner by
i0Won. Overshado wing this

nment, however, was Wiesner's
augurraladdress and Archibald
acleish's reading of his: poem
mposed in honor of Wiesner's

ilection.
Wiesner's speech was in large

nasure a synthesis of the ideas
!hat rose to prominence at MIT

the last few years, for in his
~wn words: "the inaugural occa-

n offers an opportunity for
ation - for a re-dedication

Kresge panels execute
self-ex amz ination task
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of the community to the values
and ideas, we all share." Rather
than presenting a startling new
program, he chose to focus
MIT's attention on its recent.
self-examination (in which he
has played so great a part).

On opening the program,
Johnson remarked that "we
meet today to celebrate the In-
stitute and all who are a part of
it," and termed the inauguration
"4a new beginning and a new
dedication." He then gave a brief
sketch of -Wiesner's career, fol-
lowed by the introduction of
Honorary Chairman of the Cor-
poration James Killian, who com-
mented on the post of president.
Johnson then introduced poet
Archibald MacLeish, for a
"unique message." This was fol-
lowed by the presentation of the

Corporation Chairman Howard Johnson presents newly-inaugurated
president Jerome B. Wiesner with a copy of the charter of MIT,
symbolizing the authority and -responsibility vested in the office.
The charter was originally granted to William Barton Rogers by the
Commonwealth of Massachusetts in 1861. Photo by Sheldon Lowenthal

The Selective Service System
announced Tue;sday that 125
would be the highest lottery
number reached this year.

As a result, all men born
before 1952 who are classified
1-A as of December 31 and hold
numbers higher than 125 are
safe from being drafted unless
there is a major national mobili-
zation.

The agency also declared that
all men who had numbers 125
and below would definitely be
drafted, unless they had received

affect men born in 1952, who
were assigned lottery numbers
this summer. They are not eli-
gible for the draft until next
year.

Under Selective Service regu-
lations, students and others with
deferments who hold lottery
numbers above 125 may cancel
their deferments and thus elimi-
nate virtually any possibility of
ever being drafted.

To do this, a man with a
deferment must write his local
draft board by Decegnber 31
asking that his deferment be
rescinded. The board is required
to comply with his request. Men
in this situation are urged to
send a registered letter with re-
turn receipt, since it gives the
sender proof of delivery.

A man with a number below
the ceiling who holds a defer-
ment may keep his deferment
and avoid the draft this year.
When his deferment lapses in a
future year, he will be liable for
the draft only if his number is
below that year's ceiling.

Technically, those with lot-
tery numbers above 125 are
placed in a low priority group
that is subject to conscription
only if all those in positions of
higher priority are drafted.

Selective Service officials
state that the low priority pool,
would not be tapped unless an-
nual draf t calls exceeded
400,000 men. There has been no
year since World War ii when
calls have been this high.

By the end of the year,
98,000 men .will have been

(Please turn to page 3)

Sciences was foundedl did not
emerge."
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-exemptions or deferments.
The announcement does not

IPrde Jerome Wisner addreas the Rwwnmb of the MIT community. Poto by Dree Tnenboetum
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Researchers
0ok to future
By Paul Schindler

Research plays a very large
role at MIT - $60 million in
funds distributed among some
1,000 research entities.

"Directions in Research in
the '70's," a panel including top
MIT researchers, held in Kresge
Auditorium- yesterday morning,
examined this major segment of
M IT's program.

Provost Walter Rosenblith,
moderator, opened the discus-
sion by acknowledging the futili-
ty of trying to describe in detail
the many research projects in
progress. He mentioned that
during the five years of Howard
Johnson's presidency, their num-
ber increased 50%o. In dollar
terms, Rosenblith gave two fig-

{Please turn to page 2)

BSU leaves
IM football
after protest

The Black Student Union has
withdrawn its "A" team from
Intramural football, following
rejection by the IM Executive
Committee of their protest
lodged during their game with
Lambda Chi Alpha September
26.

The BSU had complained
that an official's error in the first
period had given LCA an unde-
senred touchdown. The final
Score of that game was 19-9.

The withdrawal drops the
"A" League to five teams, with
each team et/ctively gaining a
forfeit for their match with the
BSU. The team had been sche-
duled to play Sigma Alpha Epsi-
lon last Sunday.

At the same Executive Com-
mittee meeting, BSU member
Larry Dean was suspended from
IM sports througtt~h'e'end of the.
winter season fdr;'trik'ig:efere6
Joel Bergman after the BSU-
LCA game.

For commengtay, see pages
10 and II.

Educational
changes due

By Alex Makowski
The final panel discussion of

the Inauguration Week program,
yesterday afternoon, offered a
variety of views for the direc-
tions MIT might take with its
educational policies over the
next decade.

Chancellor Paul Gray moder-
ated the remarks by the five
faculty members and one urnder-
graduate gathered on the Kresge
stage. He insisted that the panel
consider possibilities for the fu-
ture-"the Institute is at a new
threshold of internal develop-
ment."

The participants were from
diverse disciplinary backgrounds;
the program was not set up to
reach some sort of consensus.
The subjects covered ranged
from the relations between MIT
and the outside world.to such
purely internal concerns as im-
proving the contact between fac-
ulty and students.

A major topic of discussion
concerned the value of MIT's

(Please turn to page 2)
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Prof. Robert Solow of ec s
nomnics -madel the last. prepamt 
statement, noting that the major.
problem facing the economist oft
the future is, the ability to under.,
stand the wor'kings of the pnice,
money, and wage levels in tLh
economy .

had explored the-nucleus. Weiss-
kopf stressed the fact that na-
ture had been doing'everYthing
we had years and eons before.
Fusion, fission, and detection of
mesons in the laboratory are
exciting facts today. Quoting a
Danish scientist, he noted that
"Prediction is a difficult art,
especially when it concerns the
future." He concluded by noting
that MIT is involved in all areas
of physics research ongoing at
this time.

Prof. Salvador Luria, well-
known member of the Biology
department, noted thejuxtaposi-
tion of overwhelming success
and disappointing failure in his
field. But, citing a risein the
status of biology at MIT, he

·declared -"there is either some-
thing Wrong with MIT or else
there is something'right with
biology." He went on to note
that many biological research
priorities for the 70's'are urgent
in nature.

His- concluding remarks con-
cerned both ecology and the

'overpopulation problem, as well
as their interconnection. Luria
felt these problem areas were
fair game for research by persons
concerned with biology, and
that they are probably among
the most important problems
facing mankind in the years to
come. 

Prof. James Young of the
physics department talked of
b io-medical engineering. He
pointed out that-Harvard and
MIT have begun several joint
efforts aimed towards advancing
the'state of the art, keeping in
mind the problems of miniaturi-
zation and -low cost per unit
which are central to the success
of new instruments in the field
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of medicinle. Young also pointed
out that there is much work yet
to be done to achieve a truly

-effticient use' fj electronic data
processing in the field of medi-
cine: "The optimistic forecasts
made inm the late 5's were made
by medical people Who did not
know computers and computer
people who did not know medi-
cine. Thus, they have not come
true."

The other area of greatest
prospect for 'future research in
biomedical engineering, Young
stated, is organ replacement,
both by the more spectacular
and publicized route of trans-
plant,- and the less 'spectacular
but more promising route of
artificial replacement.

Young was-followed by Prof.
Frank Jones of Civril Engineer-
ing, who spoke of MIT's current
and future activities in the urban
problem area, which he defined
as the problem of "urban blight
and poverty."

The most vital future chal-
lenge facing people concerned
with the urban area, according
to Jones,. is the study of social
accounting, and the sources of
power. In particular, all social
scientists, he noted, should con-
cern themselves with the transfer
and transformation of power
from one form to another.

Prof. Carroll L.'Wilson -of the
Sloan School then noted ongoing
research into the costs of envi-
ronmental programs. His major
role was a poser of questions for
the other panelists-to consider,
although he offered some an-

-swers. of his owen.
He asked what research at

MIT had been rewarded by MIT
and society in the past, noting
that it was mainly defense and

lContinued from page 1)
ures for comparison:. in 1951,
MIT received $12 million from
research; last year it earned $60
million.

The first faculty speaker on
the panel was Professor Frank
Press of Earth and Planetary
Sciences. Having served on the
National Science Advisory'
Board, he addressed himself to
"the word from Washington."
press noted that the executive
branch has accepted the exis-
tence of a national requirement
for basic scienctific research to
maintain the country's economic
growth. However, there is some
question of funding, and Press'
noted that the total funding
level for research will go down,
even though (fo r example) the
NSF budget may go up to a
billion dollars per year within
the next few years.

Turning to his own field,
Press noted several areas for fu-
ture research in the earth sci-
ences. Knowledge may well exist
at this time for the prediction
and control of earthquakes, he
declared, citing Colorado experi-
ments in which man now con-
trols earthquakes, and an up-
coming Soviet experiment in
prediction of major earthquakes
as much as a week in advance.

The next speaker was Victor
Weisskopf, head of the physics
department. He spoke of the
20th century as a unique period
in all of human existence. As an
example, he outlined the history
of physics in this century, di-
viding it into 20 year periods: by
1910, the basic structure was
determined, by 1930 the details
were cleared up, by 1950 we had
learned to make power the way
nature does, and by 1970 we

was rewarded both by, awards
and. fmancial compensation as'.
well as recognitio n , -

He also asked if other re-
search was- expaetl by society
now, and whether it would sup-,
port such research. Wilson felt
that the answer was yes(he was

.

ursputeo aunng lter bamssnon) 
and that society had already Sow stated that there 1;!-
begun serious support of new been progress in economics in:k
research areas. the last -25 years: "If the pres

Wison then i ifM was dent asked a computer for an 
ready to change its -course:- he answer to economic problenms;
felt that large parts of the Insti- today, he would get an answer, 
tute, including narrow specialists which is more than he would 
and -many highly competitive have gotten 25 years ago. Itf
grad students and junior faculty, wouldn't be the exact right a;>_
were not.. swer, but it might.be someday." ,

The foUfowng is a transeript'of the ioem written by Archibald .:
MacLeish in honor of Presdent W&iemer on his inuguralton. Th*e poem,
as delivered,. differed in several respects from the printed copy I'
distributed after, the inauration; Mr, MascLei*ks. chak are
incorporated in this, our attempt at literal troansiption, although
further changesare po=ses before publication. -

POEM FOR AN OCCASION 
for Jerome Wiesner '

Rinsing our mouths zwitb praise . .·

Tim cup,
with limestone spring in the cool of the mintbed.

Earlier generations knew this place,
made their way here, thronging. We have forgotten it: 
we have kept to the streets too long, tongues
stale, hearts thirsty.

1! to paraise 
God's will in the world if we could learn it,
test it on our li ps, would taste of praise.
Why else should the world be beautiful? Why should the
leaves look as they do, the light, the water?

Rinsing our mouths with praiseof a good man ..

I say what I mean. I do not say 
a good man in a bad time. 
All times are bad when the man fails them.
I say a good man in a time when men are
scarce, when the intelligent foregather, 
follow each other around in the fog, like sheep,
bleat in the rain, complain .
because Godot never comes; because -
all life is a tragic absurdity - Sisyphus -
sweating away at his stone and the rock ;
won't; because freedom and dignity ... s

O! weep, they say, for freedom and dignity. I
You're not free: it's your grandfather's itch you're scratching. 
You have no dignity: you're not a man. .
You're a rat in a vat of rewards and punishmnents. 
You think you've chosen the rewards: you haven't. 
The rewards have chosen you. 

. weep. -

Rinsing our moutbs with praise of a good man Gi
tin a time when men are scarce, wben'toe Word
chirps'like a. cricket on the cellarfloor, 
on the stone and the mind maunders.. . 1

A good man! Look at him there in the fog!' Look! B
-He saunters along to his place in the world's weather, 
lights his pipe, hitches his pants, 
talks back to -atcepted opinions.

Congressional Committees hear himn say:
"Not what you think: what you haven't thought of." ! :

-j9~~~~ .~~
He addresses Presidents. He says: 
'Governments even now still have, to govern: ,
no one is going-to invent a self-governing Holocaust.s 

i
The Pentagon receives his views:"'
"Science," he says, "is no substitute for thought. '
t Miracle drugs perhaps: not mirade wars." '

-: s- ,; -· · !

Advisor to Presidents, the papers-call him. -
t -Advisor, 1 say, to the young. -

· It's the young who need'competent friends, bold cn!panions, 
- honest men' who.^won't run out, 

won't write off mankind, sell up the country, i

': qiat Me ventire;'jibe the ship. -
- , . . .. -,- - - 7s

_ love tbis man. a 

I *inse'M nraise-in Y t Mt e .f7 tiied e. 
The .;: '. -mt--

a of sprialfnt :e

ArchibaldMaaS-tish. -
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{Continued- from page 1j
drive over the past decade to
greater educational flexibility
for the undergraduate and what
policies might be appropriate for
the future. Grity himself had
touched on the topic in his
opening remarks when he sug-
gested that the only generaliza-
tion to make about educational
practice was that no single edu-
cational style is appropriate for
every student.

Humanities professor Travis
Merritt raised the possibility that
too much variety might isolate

students intellectually by elimi-
nating their common back-
ground. "The critical question,'
he insists, "is how man develops
relationships that work toward
the community rather than frag-
meritation."

Margaret MacVicar, physics
professor,' touched on the -sub-
ject by advocating the inclusion
in the curriculu m of programs
that erased the standard student
and teacher labels. Student Com-
rittee on Educational Policy
chairman Peter Messeri :ap-

proached the topic from another
angle, commenting that many
students are not aware enough
otf their goals to make meaning-
ful decisions about their educa-
tion. Reminding the; faculty of
their obligation to provide guid-
ance, particularly for their first-
year students, he urged that they
"confront" students with their

education, forcing them to con-
sider the appropriate issues.

'A review of the job market
for graduates of such a technolo-
gical school as MIT sparked an
argument between Messeri and
economics professor Franco
Modigliani. Modigliani provided
the audience:with the assurance
that the current bleak economic
picture for scientists and engi-
neers was only temporary, with
improvement due ·within a year
or -two.' 'Over a longer .term,
though, American universities
can be expected to produce
more highly trained specialists
than the economy will be able to
absorb with jobsl appropriate to
their education (anrid consequent-
ly salary expectations). 

Messeri responded by men-
tioning the tension between mar-
ket demands and traditional uni.
versity ideals. James Young, also
-a physics professor, agreed that

- was "cilling" to suppose that
educational choickes - might be
dictated by the market. To these
objections Modigiano replied
that he was trying to draw atten-
tion to the- pattern, for employ-
ment 'over.:the next few' years
saying ithatstudents should be
aware. of 'Outside conditions

bWfhenn /hgey.mikce their career
.chices..Another of the panelists
.seemed to.resolve the argument
'by :'poitiing o0it. that rhea, 'ii:a
differecene between the educae
lional decisions- studenS makeat
the undergraduate ' and graduate
school level.-

Sciences Frank Press, Professor
Rogers, Dean for Institute Rela-
tions Benson Snyder, Assistant'
Professor of Aeronautics Sheila
Widnall, and Professor of Aero-
nautics Robert Halfman, who,
though not a member of the
group, worked closely with it.

After brief addresses by
Snyder and Press, both giving
some background to the- Task
Force's work, Rogers began by
explaining that the recommenda-
tions, while generally ,formu-
lated, were still open to change
and noted that the panel

_planned to meet with .faculty
and stdent advisory groups be-
fore fializing its report. - - -

T}e' -first recommendafion,
Rogers 'stated, is that -"MIT

; should, in its undergraduate -lro;
gram, givena more central empha-'
sis tb u06tact between facultyr
and stents - individuall ya and
Min small groups." Secondly, the
Task Force called on the Insti-
tute "to establish an Office of-
the Undergraduate Academic

-{Please turn to page 1O}

'By Lee Giguere
Proposals for closer faculty-

student interaction through a
semrnar-research program, for a
new academic officer to serve as
the focus of faculty responsi-
bility for undergraduate educa-
tion, and for the establishment
of an education research division
will form the main thrust of the
f'mal recommendations of the
Special Task*Force on Educa-
tion.

Professor of Mathematics
Hartley Rogers, chairman of the
Task Force, revealed the general
outline of' the group's stili-
unfinished report at an open
panel discussion Wednesdcay
afternoon.

After opening the session
with a few historical remarks
concerning the formation of the
Task Force, Professor of Mathe-
matics William Martin; who d-
mted- the discusion.n;troduced

tie,' lTai Force, ummber_: PRo-.
fessor of 'Physics -Anthony
French, Professor of Electrical
Enginering Robert Gallagher,
Professor of Earth and Planetary

·-·-�err s�--a �s� �

I MZTrese�n�
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· '·; � · . ·

Educational changes due

ogers summarizes
education proposals
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Do you thinkl
- a byight.young

Electronics Engineer
should spend

his most imaginative years on
the same assignment?

Neither do we. -

_ . .
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By Alex Malowid
A British industriaist'opened

IT's new Technology and Cul-
le Semininar series Tuesday with
a proposal ·that 'a- tow :funda- '
ental science be developed to
pplement existing empirical
ethods. '
Dr. John Wren-Lewis, of-the
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ma ' tool?_ e21C :-1 1 1a l .~ : I.I - I - , a·
Imperial Chemical Company in
London, ured a- sympathetic
approach to the study of nature,
where howledg- would-come_
from a --combination · of*, inter- -
action and revelation. From tlhis
approach could come, he sug-
gested, a new appreciation and
improvement of man's inter-
action with both nature and
other men.

Wren-Lewis was joined on
the -Kresge Little Theatre stage
by MIT Professors Philip
Morrison (Physics) and Jerome
Lettvin (Biology). Remarks from
both took strong exception to
his suggestion of a new form for
science.

The seminar presentation was
the first of what will be a weekly
series of programs exploring the
connections between technology
and culture. The series' orga-
nizers hope the project will de-
velop enough interest within the
MIT community to stimulate
some program during the Janu-
ary Independent Activities
Period.

Wren-Lewis intends his new
method to be both a comple-
ment t) and an extension of
present experimental techniques.
The current rising tide of anti-
scientific and anti-technological
sentiment prompted him to

examine the background of
scientific doctrine, to search for
a clue that might explain wheth-
er the current negative attitude

-merely a misplaced reaction to
such modern ills as pollution and
the arms race, or whether the
cause might be some inherent
feature of science itself. Thke
Makin& of a Counterculture by
Theodore Roszak suggested a
direction.. Roszak wrote that
science fostered two intrinsic
evils: the technocracy that made
possible the manipulation of
masses by experts, and the dedi-
cation of society to unlimited
economic expansion. The scien-
tific outlook, he continued, is an
alienated one - man stands
apart from nature, in apposition
to it. As an alternative he of-
fered the more religious ap-
proach of participation with
nature.

The standard defense to such
an attack, explained Wren-Lewis,
is to point out that the evils of
technology are not the results of
the scientific revolution but
rather the result of flaws in
societal structures amplified by
the adoption of scientific tech-
niques. Before the scientific
revolution, man was expected to
study nature to determine the

{Please turn to page 9}

Model Abortion
Program

Immediate Help With No Delays

WICKERSHAM
W0MEN'S
MEDICAL
CENTER

133 East 58th Street, New York

A COMMUNITY ABORTION
SERVICE AFFILIATED WITH

A MAJOR
METROPOLITAN HOSPITAL

Unsurpassed safety record of-
in-patient and out-patient abor-
tions by Board-certified gyne-
col0ogists and anesthesiologists.

Low costs of abortion proced-
ures:

Pregnancy
up to 10 wks., D & C, $150
up to 13 wks., D & C, S250
14-24 weeks, Saline or
Mechanical Induction, $400

Free services available to abor-
tion patients include psychia-
tric counseling, family planning
and birth control. No referral
needed. No referral fee or co0-
tribution solicited ever. Private.
Confidential.

For free information,
counseling and

irnmediate appointments,

DIRECT SERVICE LINE
TO MEDICAL CENTER

-(212) PLaza 5-6805
Call 8 AM to-8 PM.%

Xlrnda;yts through Saturdays

That's why we have a two-
year Rotation Program for
graduating engineers who
would prefer to explore several I
technical areas. And that's why
many of our areas are organ-
ized by function--rather than
by project.

At Hughes, you might
work on spacecraft, communi-
cations satellites and/or tacti-
cal missiles during your first
two years.

Ali you need is an EE
degree and talent.

You -may select special-
ized jobs, or broad systems-
type jobs. Or you can choose
not to change assignments if
you'd rather develop in-depth
skill s in one area.

Either way, we think
you'll like the Hughes ap-
proach.

.It means you'll become
more versatile in a shorter
time. r-----If you qualify, we'll arrangefor

you to work on s'everal different
assignments...and you can

! HUGHES;:
I iI

HUGHES AIRCRAFT COMPANY

AIROSPACC DIVISIONS

(And your
salary will
show it.)help pick them.

i

..

CAMPUS 
iNTERVIEWS

October 18 & 19, 1971
Contact College Placement
Office to arrange interview

appointment,

------ - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -~~~~~~~~
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Electro-Optical Engineers

Microcircuit Engineers

Missile Systems Engineers

Weapon Systems Engineers

Components & Materials Engineers

Circuit Design Engineers

For additional information.
please Contact your College
Placement Director or write:
Mr. Robert A. Martin
Head of Emplyment
Hughes Aerospace Divisions
12940 W. Jefferson Blvd.

'Culver City, California 90230
U.S. Citizenship is required
An equal opportunity
employer M & F

TECHNOLOGY AND CULTURE SEMINAR.
. . .-,, .. - .

TheAntiqcuity of

Tech-ological

Society
Were Ni! An extraordinary documentary on
ways of treating the mentally ill in western
Nigeria, filmed by Frank Speed of Ibabin
University.

Professor Philip Morrison (M.I.T. Physics
Department) will comment on the film.

Moderator: Frank S. Jones (Ford Professor of
Urban Affairs)

Respondents: Carl Oglesby (Lecturer at
M.I.T., spring 1971), Merton J. Kahrne
(Psychiatrist in Chief, M.I.T.)

TUESDAY, OCTOBER 12

5:15 PM - Lecture Hall 9-150-

raft limit set
number 25

(Continued from page 1)
fted. In 1966, at the peak of

build-up for the Vietnam
382,000 men were drafted.

The Government is now com-
ed to calling reserves to ac-
duty before there is a sub-
ial increase in draft calls.

Last year, the first year in
ich the lottery system of se-

ction was in effect, the cut-off
ber for those drafted was

95.

Dr. Curtis W. Tarr, director of,
ective Service, said that draft
ards would now give 30 days'

0tice before a man was in-
ucted. Up to now, regulations

uired only 1 0-day notice.
Dr. Tarr also directed draft

oards to defer all decisions on
assifications, appeals and per-
al appearances fintil new reg-
tions were announced in the

ext few weeks.
According to today's an-

ouncement, 6,500 of the
10,000 men to be drafted during
he rest of this year will be
nducted between November I
d November 18. The re-
aining 3,500 men will be in-

lucted between November 29
and December 9.

Men with lottery numbers-be-
!0w 125 who are 1-A and who
re not inducted this year will be
rafted in the first three months
f next year. They will be in-

ducted before any of the men in
iext year's pool are called.

Some of the current openings at Hughes:
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Wayne Book, x5095, or Ron Prinn, x2452.

* If you were thinking of making a film to
go along with your project, but lacked the
facilities and/or the knowhow, your time
has finally come. There are a few students at
MIT who might be able to help you.
Contact Alan Lawee.at the Film.Depart-
ment, E21-010,(by mail please).

* MIT Peace Coalition presents Daniel-
Ellsberg, "Lying for the State," followed by
meetings on what we can do. Wednesday,
October 13, 8 pm, Kresge Auditorium.

UROP
Environmental Medical Service, Medical De-
partment, MIT. Pilot study of heavy metal
content of water. Laboratory and field
experience for one student, preferably an
underclassperson. Contact: Dr. F. D. Al-
drich, 20B-238, x5360.

VOTE
To register to vote:'

Cambridge: register at Election Commis-
sion, 3rd floor, 362 Green St. (police
headquarters bldg., Central Sq.) from 8:30
to 4:30 Monday through Friday, and noon
to 5 Saturday, October 2; or at City Hall,
795 Mass. Ave., tonight and every night
from Thursday, Sept. 30 through the Octo-
ber '13 deadline. Bring proof -of residence
since May 2, 1971 (lease, -listing -in old
phone book, letter from landlord, utilities
bill). You may also be asked to demonstrate
self-support (bring a'paycheck), and intent
to remain in the city after your studies are
completed. If rejected, you may immediate-
ly request an appeal. For further informnna-
tion or advice call Cambridge Committee for
Voter Registration, 661-8661.

Boston: register at City Hall (Gov't.
Center). Proof of.residence (details same as
Cambnidge) and statement of intent to
remain in the city indefinitely are only
requirements. * 
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mlO~xcr~v~o ~ r~_ ,,ct~berS'11 . By Bruce Schwartz Ma--e rtenn U:nd'ei *te ~:asf :he president s fs lthe potential students continue to. self-seLBruce W cia1`a-n'd_'-`-b'~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~:t~ia

Bruce weinberg, Chairman President Jerome Bert-Wiesrer, in his s·eiaibahd*ehdi~*'rai :~-nces,,i. manage- out!,0
Robert Fourer, Editor-in-Chief Inaugural Address to the MI'T commu- medt',:humanifies': an the creative arb

Bill Roberts, Tim Kiorpes, nity , saidonothing concrete. That's to be hav6-taken. their2 place alongside. he Perhaps I slhould be more charitai
Managing Editors expected; ceremonial-events are rarely, the o al'a'tivitieg'. now, "Our .corn- The absence of activism, even in edu~

Robert Elkin, Business Manager occasion for anything more substantial e itmet :must - be 'tO progress.in signifid' tional. affairs, may only indicate that-
than reiteration of the cliches we all live cant and inspiring-steps toward solving thrusts of the past few years have_

Second-class postage paid at Boston, Massama- by. The President alluded to this when he our local 'and global problems·" Dr. improved the formal governance rile
chusetts. The Tech is published twice a
week during the coliege year, except during said, "... the inaugural occasion offers-an Wiesner is no fool; when he invoked the nisms that students o longer feel
college vacations, -and 'once during the first opportunity for affirmation - for a -memory of the New Frontier's "words of need- to complain. Students now sit~
week in August, by n31e Tech, Room rededication of the community {0o the ten. years ago., -which conjured visions Of most faculty committees,. for exam
Wr20-483, MIT Student Center, 84 Massa-
chusetts Avenue, Cambridge, Massachusetts' values and ideals we allshare." great new worlds," he' tempered his and commons is now- vblunia There
02139. TeFleph~fione: (617). 864-6900 ext. That sentence is remarkable, not for remarks by remindingof2731 or 1541. mn omlult o h s neet

what it says, but for the assumptions that burden. we know enough, today to in ecology, urban affairs,even mysticism

even of Wiesner's cautious variety, would the future - and 'most of us here this us from our studies?N [Q~~~~~~~~Tae 8 b neten rie ipv ea go pislt~e di With skeci~,pteictiosmaiu ha l psbly b e t is~iW have been- greeted 'With skepticism by afternoon will live to see some of them '
many people on this campus. No one come true." Speaking- on an occasion usu

scholarships--for study overseas is today. hooted or laughed yesterday. Even more But in the Wiesner view, cautiously characterized by rhetoric as bloated a
Applications and further information are interesting is the idea that there are values hopeful, things just might work out, all drowned man, Dr. Wiesner at 1I
available from Dean Harold Hazen, Room and ideals we all share. Two years ago it right. It may be just that o1' liberal deserves credit for presenting a bala(4
10-303, x5243. seemed hard to agree'on the shape of the rhetoric, but it's a lovely vision. Techno- and low-key appraisal. One can make~
· UGLIES: There is currently a heumon- table. logy is not the source of trouble, "our few~carping criticisms; for example: "A~
gous search for truly UGLY people by Presidential speeches, then, are best central problem is man himself." Once the.only loyalty test we shall impose0
teevee, movies, stage, screen & barrel - and examined not for any expressed message Howard -Johnson Could crassly say, "The that of loyalty to learning."- Anyone
you can get in on the fkrst floor! (You can
alson get in on -the secondfnoorbutthat's but for what they indicate 'about the answer to the problems of technology is familiar with tenure scrapes-knows tha
also get in on the second floor, but that's
another story!) This year's Ugliest Man On community to which they're addressed. more technolog "-." No merely technical loyalty to research is requisite for:
Campuis will be displayed atop the highest Bear this in mind; and though it. may be solutions for Wiesner; rather, technology faculty me ber; as students we all kn'
summit in Massachusetts, to all perceiving true "The times are no longer conducive and 'the managerial techniques, as social that loyalty to Institute requirements w
personages. "Great!" you --say. "But,
whizzaes: I'd never stand achance," y ousay. to speculation," let us speculate. tools in the hands of humanized -techno- win the degree whether we learn anytwhizzes: li'd never stand a chance," you say·
This is the wrong attitude. You are ugly, crats, can clear up the multi-crisis. In or not.
you are uglier than any of your friends, you MIT'-has survived the upheaval of the support of his optimism, Wiesner .said: But it's a catchy sentence, and yM
are uglier than anybody you can even think last three years. Student activism is at'its "The social f6edback systems are work- have to tolerate such things in pubr~of! You're certainly uglier than anybody ! lowest point in half a decade - for a ing," and cited the change in ecological addresses. Only two, more sentences-
can think-of So do not delay! Hurry down a
to your neighborhood Alpha Phi Omega number Of possible reasons, too complex attitudes s'mce 1961, the change in neither very catchy -, merit spe /~
dealer (W20-41 5, x3788), enter the UMOC to explore here - and seems likely- to cold-war nuclear-testing, -and the rise of consideration.
contest, and achieve FAME! remain that way for the immediate educaeibnal experiments. First: "And to those who see unc0k

* If you can marshal at this afternoon s futur~e,.Every institution, even one polarized trolled technology as the major sourcer
voter registration rally call 227-1218. The administration, for the moment, is around science, requires a fairy. Dr. our social dislocations, MIT is the spec~

complacent. The indications of this are -Wiesner may regard anti-intellectualism, symbol of their concerns and frequenUd
· 'MIT Community Bowling League now subtle but clear. Jerry Wiesner is so sure mysticism and primitivism as synony-- the object of their anger." Their angerd
forming - if interested, leave name and
phone with Hinerb Newborn, x3161 . Tenta dOf his office door he's had it glazed. More mous; they are not, If we at MIT share misplaced, yet justified. Dr. Wiesn4"
tively, the bowling will occur on Tuesday significant is the near-total lack of common beliefs, then a mythos guides believes that we must learn to control
nights. students on the touted Inaugural Events our way; if our purpose is learning, from technology we unleash, but this "we"if

panels. Until recently it was customary' which no- orthodoxy shall divert us, our larger than the Institute. As MIRV, AB}O
· The cO (Citizen lNrticipation) compo- for at least a few co-opted students to be purpose is an orthodoxy. Wiesner was Vietnam and the environment dem0knent of the, Cambridge *Model Cities Program

is looking for new quarters, preferably in invited to participate in such functions; invoking the MIT image for the 1970's strate, once the technology leaves or
the center of the model neighboriood. If now, with the radical challenge all but when he said, "The university has become labs, it is in the hands of other men. Tkz-
you know of any place - an old house, a gone, even that aura of legitimacy is the essence of the enigma that is the control that Dr. Wiesner talks abodil
factory, or Store, not being used at presentfactory, or s~ore, not being.unnecessary.n future; in-iti are fused the hopes and implies-a greater concentration of pqwwal- in the Model Cities Neighborhood, please
contact Model Cities CP at 868-8740 ia- The students aren't complaining. One disappointments that power the con'tinu- in the hands of a scientific-humanwt-i_
mediately. perplexed administrator was wondering ing .revolution of the times." MIT is thus elite, who can make h/umane decisiod]

last week. why attendance at the panels seen in its traditional spearhead role: At with some knowledge of what th,:A
· FREE PLAY: "The Sunrise," Kresge' ,FREE PAY: "Te Sunrse," Kesge~ was so poor. He was told it was because the Edge of History.: judgements -entail.

Little Theater, October 8, 9, 10, 7:30 pm.
classes hadn't been cancelled. In April Indeed, Wiesner's speech kept drawing This contradicts a later phrase (ani!

· There will be a C'IAC meeting today at 1969, when pressure on MIT's research ' me back to the words of the expatriate this one is rather a' glib piece of liberl
3:30 in the Shell Room, E52-461. Open to policies was still building in the wake of humanist from MIT, William Irwirn rhetoric) - "We hope to educate men anilthe MIT Community. the March 4 research stoppage, the Thompson, describing the humanized women here... who will work, not 4-
· The MIT Environmental Laboratory is Institute tried to stave off the impending "Millenium Under New Management": elite specialists, but as individuals amonl
holding a seminar to discuss its projects and confrontation with Agenda Days - two "In their mod clothes and sensitivity (Continued on opposite page) !{
goals in Room 9-150 today from 10 to 11 days of discussions and panels, which 'trained style, the new managers will :{
am. All interested members of the MIT were considered sufficiently important to understand the needs of a complex, -~-'~
community are encouraged to attend., STA TEMENT OF OWNERSHIP,

warrant cancelling classes. The handling post-industrial culture: the last vestige of MANATEMENT AND COIRCHLA ION

of the Inaugural Events panels clearly puritanical America will be swept away
· IMIT Rugby Club practices are Tuesday,..Tteo ulcto:TeTc
and Thursday, 5 pm, on Briggs field. demonstrates the real educational priori- and in -the new empire they will have 2. Tiate of filing: 9/30/71
Everyone invited. For information call ties of the Institute, -and gives some idea -psychedelic TV and legal pot." 3. ' Frequency of issue: twice week!

of the inertia and conservatism at work
.against "the integrated education we
dreamed of..." Despite everything,
despite the Commission, pass-fail and
frosh-soph "alternative programs," the
Institute at its core . has remained,
unchanged. Passing courses and attaining
professional competence are still para-
mount, rhetoric aside.

In Wiesner's speech one almost detects
a sigh of relief that it is so. Reaffirmation
is the key; MIT will continue to build
upon its base in science and engineering,
expanding, diversifying - getting better
all the time - sobered, and yes, even
humanized a little by its brush with
discontent, but always moving along the
paths laid out under twelve previous
presidents, from Rogers to Johnson. Such
is the inertia of a great institution.

Yesterday the president, invoking the
great names of scientific mythology,
trotted out the cavalcade of progress to
reassure us that we are correct in ouar
basic commitments to research and
learning, their dissemination, and applica-
tion. In emphasizing the social-commit-
ment of. the Institute, he did not depart
from tradition. The concept dates back to
William Barton Rogers. Only the interpre-
tation'of social commitment has changed.
at it has -for the most part reflected the
demands of American society. (For those
who prefer a more rigorous analysis,
substitute "the demands of those who set
American priorities.") Until the 1960's
these demands were mostly technical and
heavily military-oriented. (That MIT_ has
been unable to divest itself of 'its
war-oriented functions reflects the im-
passe of the larger society,' as well as
MIT's possibly fetal flaw-- its economic
dependence on government funds.)
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Will it? Is MIT-destined to have its
cake and eat it too - crumbling
interdisciplinar.y barriers, general as well
as specialized education, dozens of
alternate modes, sensitive engineering?
Can \we expect to see in our lifetime the
prospect of an MIT education encompass-
ing 20 years or more, while a man passes
in and out of the walls of the institution
proper, gaining living experience while
patiently building up a stock of skills?

There are indications to the contrary.
Dr. Wiesner said "We have begun to break
the academic ikokstep... the project
laboratory, the seminars, the undergradu-
ate research involvement, the Experimen-
tal Studies Group, the Unified Science
Studies Program all add new dimensions
to undergraduate educational opportuni-
ties." The lockstep, however, takes over
at the end of one or two years - and may
be the reason why some of these options,
introduced with such fanfare, are now
quietly faltering. Enrollment in- USSP,
ESG and Concourse is running far below
expectations, perhaps for good reasons:
indications are that USSP and ESG do
not prepare students to cope with the
standard academic format. What student
wants to risk crippling himself?

The dropoff- in USSP,, ESG and
Concourse applications miay. indicate an
omnious trend in the kind of student MIT
is attracting: at the veriy moment when'
Jerry Wiesner is praising'the qualities of
MIT students, they are demonstrating a
decline in those qualities of 'adventurous-
ness' and :imagination that -in pred the
praise, It is not difficult to imagine this
camprus returning to .he .apathy and
toolishness of the fifties, as adventurous

, I



There is a- decided- preference among
ly designas d- university presidents to
ew the traditional pomp and cere-

0ny of an inaugural occasion. Frequent-
in recent times, new presidents have
en up their duties almost clandes-
ly, with essentially no formal recog-
on of their arrival, and faculties only
n of their presence through a cut in
budget. My own predilection was to
pose that we, too, forego the tradi-
ni observances. There are many

OS, I suspect, for this almost
ersay instinctive impulse. One is a

ng urge to save money; another
or, I am sure, is the recognition'that
p and circumstance are-not seemly at

noment when the society is so seriously
bled.

But, in fact, during these past weeks I
become aware of a deeper intuitive

sdom that counsels that the inaugural
asion offers an opportunity for
mation - for a rededication of the
munity to the values and ideals we all
. The uncharacteristic shyness of
presidents is a reflection, -no doubt,

f a general unwillingness to rehash
fiches, a refusal to repeat the tired
romides that are yielding such meager

ds to the current crop of political
spirants.

The times are no longer conducive to
eculation. Our burden is that we know

Inough today to make dire, and specific,
redictions about the future - and most
f us here this afternoon will lve to see

e of them come true. Nor do the
ies call for purely expedient commit-
ents to action. We all have memorized
e words of ten years ago which
jured up visions of great new worlds;

ur need now is to move practically and
ainstakingly toward their fulfillment.
ur commitment must be to progress in
gnificant and inspiring steps toward

oving our local and global problems. In
rsuit of these tasks we cannot afford

liches, and a failure to examine and
eexamine ideas --will amount to a

)etrayal of the human race.
In this context I wish to reiterate what
see as the basic' purpose of any

miversity and ours in particular: it is the
uest for learning, the nurture of
arning, the transmission of learning, the

se of learning. We are all gathered here,
ieachers and students, to expand man's
nowledge of his universe. No doctrine,
o orthodoxy, no conventional discipline
r gust of political passion can be allowed

! divert us from this purpose. When this
niversity was founded a century ago, the

ltom was an irreducible unit, radiation
as not understood, the great equations

:hat frame the physical universe were
ndreamed of;.Pasteur was just beginning
is work. Einstein was unborn, the moon
as more than a lifetime away. As much
s any institute of learning in-the entire

'Second-guessing,econc -guessing
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.including many with no ties to -the
academic world, do care about the
universities, do look to them for leader-
ship and, consequently, are very upset
when they find their performance disap-
pointing. But I also hear much criticism
of MIT specifically, as well as of other
universities. The criticism comes from
everywhere, old and young, rich and
poor, radical and conservative, from all
ethnic and minority groups.

For each group the university is the
symbol of its frustrations and fears. The
reactionary elements in the society are
prone to view the university as a
subversive force and belive that its
administrators have been too tolerant of
student and faculty challenges - some
say threats - to the established order.
Large numbers of young people and those
adults who want more rapid social reform
are critical because they consider the
university a conservative force whose
primary function is to "socialize" -in
their words, "co-opt" - students for a
role in society' which they see as
exploitative, unsatisfying, and, to varying
degrees, obsolete and designed to support
existing institutions and social relation-
ships.' We have achieved the dubious
distinction of being regarded, at one and
the same time, as the hothouse of
revolution and the propagator of the
status quo. To the poor and the blacks,
the university is the locked gateway to
opportunity. And others see the univer-
sity as an untrustworthy ally whose staffs
use knowledge sought at public expense
to frustrate government purpose. In other
words, to many citizens of our society,
ffhe .university has become the essence of
the enigma that is the future: in it are
fused the hopes and disappointments that
power the continuing revolution of our
times. Academia, with its. conflicting
constituencies, is at once the intellectual
front line and the only neutral meeting
ground of that revolution.

The many individual objections to the
performance of universities are given
coherence and are amplified by a growing
wave of anti-intellectualism, mysticism,
and primitivism. This new evangelism is
fostered by those who feel that the
structure and goals of a society which
stresses the achievement of material
progress through science and technology,
cannot provide a life of dignity for the
individual. For these critics,. including
many students and faculty, the university
is in league with the enemy; for some it is
the enemy. And to those who see
uncontrolled technology as the major
source of our social dislocations, MIT is
the special symbolof their concerns and
frequently the object of their anger. They
are persuaded that the social and
economic forces which propel technologi-
cal innovation cannot be directed toward
the general welfare; that, in fact,
technology represents a malignancy
which will dominate our civilization and
ultimately condemn all men to be slaves
of a vast impersonal and all-powerful

organization. Their cry . is that its
onslaught must be stopped.

If this vision is correct, we are already
doomed, for it.is clear to me that we
cannot escape technology in some form.
In fact, I am convinced that without new
scientific knowledge and wise technologi-
cal investments now and in the future,
the problems of mankind will only
increase. At the same time the increasing
complexity of society and its capability
for control of the individual pose very
real hazards and these matters require our
continuous vigilance.

I view the present multi-crisis differ-
ently - and hopefully. I see. it as a
perilous but positive phase in man's
continuing evolution - a process now
determined largely by his own actions,
which he is still learning to manage. At
this juncture, it is our obligation to
intervene on the side of man. Ironically,
the problems we face stem from our
success - from-efforts to achieve equality
and a decent life for all citizens.

Science and technology have helped
create our present predicament by exten-
ding to most of us options in modes of
living and working that were previously
reserved for a privileged few. For too long
we have been totally hypnotized by what
we could do. Until recently, people in the
"advanced countries," as we like to call
ourselves, have assumed that any applica-
tion of technology that expanded mas-
tery over nature was desirable, and we
have ignored the implications of this
power. Rarely before this decade was the
relationship between technological
change and man's social, biological, and
physical environment examined; only
obvious benefits were considered and
only immediate costs. Little consider-
ation was given to the "ecological"
dimensions of innovations - physical,
social, or psychological. It is precisely the
chasm between our tremendous power to
change and our apparent inability to
guide these changes for the good of
mankind that hat led to the feeling of
desperation and the loss of confidence in
the scientific approach.

But, if we look at recent events with
some detachment, we can see some
positive responses to these problems. The
social feedback systems are working.

Not long ago the environmental
hazards were recognized by only a few
experts whose warnings were completely
disregarded. I remember how violently
Rachel Carson was attacked in 1961 for
her statements about the deadly conse-
quences of the indiscriminate use of
pesticides, and a panel established merely
to look into her allegations was strongly
criticized. The use of many of the
chemicals she warned against is now
prohibited. Likewise a decade ago man-
made radioactive poison fell from the sky
with every rain, doing incalculable dam-

- age to living beings everywhere on the
planet and jeopardizing hundreds of
future generations. The nuclear test-ban

(Continued on next page]

lContinuesfrom precedingpage}
e other 200 million Americans to bring

but the necessary improvements in our
ciety." The idea of a nonelitist MIT is

ughable. Not only does it contradict
very value of the Institution ("You are
.e most intelligent freshman class in
istory. Your mean SAT scores... ") it
ns counter to the trend of history in
hich the increasing complexity of

sciety renders the average citizen in-
reasingly less able to comprehend and
ontrot his fate. A fully technologized

future dictates a technological power
lite; the final irony is the one Hernmstein
0stulates: the less racist and more
eritocratic the society becomes, the
ore social class will depend on intelli-

ence... and' willingness to cooperate
1it the big scheme of things. - -
The big scheme,; of course, may be

evoid of pollution, war, and poverty'
nd still be alienating. At this point,
owever, I refer you to Aldous Huxley
nd return to the subject of Jerome
Wiesner. 

What can we expect'of the Wiesner
administration? The answer seems clear,:
!rom his statements and actions s'mce
taking office July I : The same only more

. ' ... . . . ~. . ...

so. We will see more educational experi-
ments, perhaps a further loosening of
requirements, a thrust into ecological
activities, some implementation of Com-
mission recommendations, brought in line
with'reality by the Rogers Task Force.
The latter indicates that some effort will
be made to wrest control of undergradu-
ate education (at least in the first two
years) from the departments, and to
create an "undergraduate college." This,
however, involves a long pull through the
faculty, which is notoriously conservative
about departmental prerogatives. The
outcome is uncertain.

The major difference between this
administration and Holo's will probably
be one of style. Wiesner's new door is
symbolic - he is a more public person
than Johnson, preferring to work in the
open w.here.Hoo stayed in the shadows,
pulling strings. As Provost he attempted
to remain accessible to students and
faculty, and where HoJo always seemed
aloof and devious, Wiesner seems to be
genuinely :concerned with the people who
bring problems to him. In personal terms,
he is a-mUch more affable man.

If he has ain butstanding flaw, it is
probably his composure under fire. The
November Actions period placed him

under tremendous stress, and it showed in
his nerves. Backed into a corner by an
aggressive (often obnoxious) questioner,
he was likely to blow his cool and take
angry offense; in the fspring of 1970 he
became so incensed at radical posters he
personally ripped them from the walls,
Since then he has regained his former
aplomb, but should a similar situation
arise it is unclear whether he could be the
crisis-manager HoJo (or rather, the HoJo
team) was.

One thing Wiesner has in common
with Johnson: he will fight any attempt
to weaken the institution. Since the
fundamental structure is resistant to
change, this will prolong the liberal
dilemma he expressed two years ago
when,. pressed by this reporter on the
ABM question (he opposed it. vigorously,
but objected to radical efforts to force it
out of the Draper Labs), he replied, "I
don't think I have the right to sabotage a
policy of the United States government."
This means he will continue to be in the
position of administering some projects
he may find personally distasteful.

Nor is it likely that he would tolerate
any actions like the president's office
occupation. Though he often expresses

sympathy with radical aims, he is not
partial to methods involving force or
violence, and would probably react much
as HoJo did - though with considerably
more anguish.

Finally, a brief comment on Jerry
Wiesner's poem. Invading Archibald Mac-
Leish's craft; he concluded his speech
yesterday thus:

No equation can divine the quality of life
no instrument record,
no computer conceive it.

Only bit by bit can feeling men
lovingly retrieve it.

Jerry is an electrical engineer, so we
must assume he was aware of the pun in
the last two lines.

Moooann.
But what does it mean? Lovingly

retrieving bit by bit implies the quality of
life may exist somewhere in core storage
of the 370[155. Perhaps one day we can
call up the comp center via dataphone,
hook into the stainless steel electrodes
implanted in our skulls, and experience
18.0 i, the odor of tear gas, or an orgasm.

As though life were something to be
retrieved rather than created.- -

_ _ 11
: -
L L l tl11· l" Ia , L.V/n I L/iv L, i I Iu I rJa CJ

ner .:on~ t ~echndlogy and the quality of life
Following ts the text- of Dr. 'wiesner's --
tdress delivered to the Inaugural Convo- 
~tion yesterday.)

"Our country,
presently is full of
public mourners, of
dour analysts of the
future. I do not count
myself among them."
world, we have helped roll back the
frontiers of darkness. And we shall
continue. Here we shall offer shelter for
the search for knowledge to all those who
come, at any age, to join in that search.
And the only loyalty test weshall impose
is that of loyalty to learning.

In this spirit and under the leadership
of the three distinguished presidents who
are with us here today, our pride of
presidents, the faculty and alumni of MIT
have earned us an honored place among
the world's great universities. Through
the guidance of Drs. Killian, Stratton and
Johnson, the social and behavioral sci-
ences, management, humanities, and the
creative arts have taken their place
alongside the original activities in science
and the "useful" arts (as founder Rogers
called them), adding substantially to
MIT's intellectual breadth and distinc-
tion, and to its record in public service.

The seminars of this inaugural week
have reflected the uncertain mood of the
times 'in which we live and have
highlighted the necessity for re-empha-
sizing the essential value of research.
They also reflect a deep awareness of
threats to the quality of life in our
society and- the need for increased
sensitivity to the dangers arising from the
careless exploitation of new technology.

I have been impressed, since being
appointed President, by the great concern
and affection of people I meet every-
where for the welfare of MIT and for
universities in general. The hidden mes-
sage I decode is that a lot of people,
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is to understand what our learning ad
discoveries 'may do to man and sodety!
and to transmit that knowledge to'7E
generations~to. men -and leaders who i

be -wiser, than- we in-applying it, or vwi.2F
in ju~ging how slowly or rapidly thAd.
technologies may be absorbed. : s

I conclude with a humility forced oa'

me by the contemplation of my 0~-
experience and the experience of o9z=.
country iA, these times, with the real4
tion that our central problem is, nrnI
himself. If, through , our quest f~r-
learning, we can develop wise men;if, by:
our research and study, we can delivA
leaders trained in the study of nature'l
evidence and nature's promise; if we en
shape young' people who are fully aiwan.
of their own powers of mind, Who have
the courage to stand alone; who au.-
committed to justice and to. humanit, ;
people -modest enough to know that mneni
trained in other disciplines may under.d
stand America as well as they - if we ct
do all this,. then MIT may face a future asMA
glowing -as its past. As, an instituti]
within a Lager community, we mum
respond to national needs. We hope t-
educate men and women here who wir
help, when they leave and as they matu e:
to define what those national needsl
are-who will .work, not as elifie
specialists but as individuals among the;
other 200 million Americans to bing
about the necessary improvements in 0ur- 
society. '-

Our country presently is full of publi
mourners, of dour analysts of the future,
I do not count myself among 'them. 11h :
times are hard today; no one would see
this as a moment ripe with' the f U I
flowering of the American spirit. Yet the-
-times have always been hard for men wh0--a
seek to change, whose occupation and-
calling is the forecastin, and the fostering
of change. For those of -us who see
problems as challenges, these times may 'e

be one of the rare opportunities in 
history when men of our kind may!
contribute their most. I 'am thankful to
have, at my side, one of those men, Pawl
Gray, my long-time colleague, as Chance E
lor. I take pride in this new Opportunit;
I am hopeful for what lies before tho
community; I rejoice in the adventur 3
which, all together, we can look forward
to sharing.

Many years ago Mr. MacLeish sua
gested that civilization would not be
healed until people could see and know
feelingly. His Words should ring in our
memories as we go About our tasks, and if C=-
he will excuse may presuing this once to :-
invade his craft I will conclude thus: to

No equation can divine the quality of life
no instrument record, .
no computer conceive it.

Only bit by bit can feeling men,
] lovingly retrieve it.
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shape among younger professionals in
response to the desperation of those Who
depend upon the. professions. 'And- be-
cause-the professions cannot-do withbut
the arts of knowledge and.the hiberal arts,
their encounter will eientually spreadAto
education, too.

. Twenty-two -years ago' a facuity
committee of whichDr. Stratton and I
were members concluded its recommend-
ations with the hope that "the Institute
may become known as a place where the
professional training and -the general
education necessary for professional lead-
ership are integrated." To assist in
achieving this goal,_the committee recom-
mended the establishment of the School
of Humanities. and Social- Sciences.
Though the School has - become a
distinguished and vital component of
MiT, the integrated education we
dreamed of did not emerge. Partly it was
because the goals were not clearll
articulated, certainly -not generally under-
stood, and perhaps not even quite
believ~ed in. Perhaps we didn't appreciate
the difficulty of 'the task - it is easier to
teach facts and . problern-solving skills
than to teach the expressive and apprecia-
tive skills. Despite the fact that some of
these objectives have eluded our grasp, we
know we have great strengths in the
School to support our new initiatives.

What I have explored here today is in
the nature of midcourse guidance for our
academic flying machine. As I close, I
would remind -us of our immediate
opportunities to enhance the quality of
life close to home - on the campus'and
in the neighboring community.

First, to make careers in science and
engineering more attractive and accessible
for members of mLnority, groups and
women, through opportunities as stu-
dents, faculty and as staff employees at
MIT.

Second, to contribute through our
actions and, support to the well being of
the community in which we live.

Third, to seek new ways of collabora-
tion with our sister institutions of the
area. Our joint programs with Harvard
University, Wellesley College and the
Woods 'Hole Oceanographic Institute
already play a major role in the lives of
many students and facultY, both through
collaboration and the sharing of re-
sources. The interchange of students and
faculty enriches far beyond the scholarly
opportunities thus provided.

Lastly, charity, they say, begins at
home, and we must remain committed, in
spite of severe fiscal constraints, to
continue the 'recent efforts to improve
the' quality of the' campus environment.

Now, let me recapitulate the thread of
my thoughts. Our first responsibility, as
I have said, is to learning itself. Our
second responsibility, since ours is the
world's foremost institute of technology,

{Continued from preceding page/
treaty of 1963 almost completely
stopped that poisoning of the -atmo-
sphere. Today, protecting and improving
the quality of the environment is a major
national goal which almost everyone
accepts, and is prepared to -pay for, and
the human, social, scientific.and political
issues involved are receiving concerted
academic study.

Another major response to current
dissatisfactions with the status quo was
that mounted by the country's education-
al system. As I think of it, it has been the
most massive reaction in my memory to a
social crisis. At all levels and in every kind
of school we see new programs, experi-
mentation. a .reaching upward in a
continuing search for a "better," more
engaging and significant education. How-
ever. it's obvious that, to date, the good
intentions outrun accomplishments.

No where, I believe, is the fervor for
educational innovation and for under-
taking irnquinries into society's many needs
greater than right here at MIT. And. an
important reason for this educational
ferment has been the students themselves.
They are knowledgeable and mature.
They insist upon a chance to think about
who they are and why they are doing
what they are doing and where they are
going. They want to develop broadly in
all spheres - moral. social, intellectual
and political and they do not want their
lives compartmentalized. They are eager
to work hard and anxious to leam, but
only in connection with a faculty and an
institution they can respect for its values,
its commitment to society, and its
attention to the individual. To a far
greater degree. than his counterpart of a
decade ago today's student contemplates
a career in some part of the public sector
of in an industry that is oriented to social
responsibility. (This is indeed a' hearten-
ing sign.)

We have begun to break the academic
lockstep - to make it possible for a
student to learn in a style that suits him,
at a pace that he chooses, with the
freedom to tailor his own academic
program. The project laboratory, the
seminars. the undergraduate research
involvement, the Experimental Studies
Group. the Unified Sciences Studies
Program all add new dimensions to
undergraduate educational opportunities.
These accomplishments have been accom-
panied by the development of a deep
sustaining interest on' the part of students
and faculty in the educational process
itself as a discipline worthy of investiga-
tion and study. in which a regard for
subject matter, a broad knowledge of
human beings and an appreciation of the
possibilities of technology are joined.

There is still much to learn. How can
MIT more fully engage the outstanding
young people it attracts? How can it help
them discover themselves? How can it-
organize its programs and utilize the
promising new technologies to permit'

faculty. members to spend momre of their
time and efforts in direct relationships
with students?. How- can MIT make
effective use of the educational potential
in industry and government? How can it
respond to the hopes of many alumni for
a more intimate ahd productive associa-
tion with the Institute through periodi-
cally renewed contacts for learning? And
how would such continuing educational
programs alter the time and substance of
the formal university experience?

This is a unigue minoment to pause and
reexamine our educational policies, for
the walls of the professional departments
are breaking down to make room for the
evolution of new unities. Professional
faculties and their students are reaching
out to society - the neighboring
community; government and industry -
order to make a conscious contribution,
through understanding and action, in the
fields of environment, health, urban
studies, architecture, educational innova-
tion, international understanding, and in
-the management of science and technolo-
gy. This movement can stimulate a
renaissance among the professions in
which man will replace machine at the
center of the stage. New cooperative
ventures involving the social sciences and
humanities should draw disparate disci-
plines closely together and in so doing
provide opportunities to create exciting
new forms of professional education.
Thus we can recast the concept of a
liberal education in a contemporary mold
by integrating science and technology
with the study of man and his culture.
Perhaps then the history and philosophy
of science and technology will become a
significant aspect of humanistic studies.

Last year William Arrowsmith, the
classics scholar turned educational innso-
vator, surveyed the spreading dissatisfac-
tion within liberal arts institutions and
responded with a not dissimilar vision of a
new educational synthesis flowing from
the impact of current social turmoil on
the professions.

He said: "We have integrated problems
and disintegrated skills. And the aliena-
tion of knowledge and the liberal arts
from the crisis of the professions is no
longer a tolerable luxury. If the liberal
arts attempt to maintain their traditional
aloofness, their devotion to pure research
and contemplation, their subject matters
will simply be appropriated. The profes-
sionals have no alternative; they are too
close to society, to the convulsive chaos
around us, to escape responsibility for
change, for rational and humane action."
And he went on to say: "The professions,
I am suggesting, have -encountered the
'other;' a new humanism is already taking-
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By Robert Fourer"
· -I t - IL.

conducti ng:Commissioned for a
similar festive occasion, it is
hardly one of its composer's
greatest works noris it suscep-
tible to great performances.
However, its medley of cres-
cendos and schoolboy songs
seldom fails to set a festive
occasion off in the right direc-
tion.

Concluding the program's
first section was a major orches-
tral work - Mozart's Clarinet

.Concerto, K. 622, with soloist
Ray Jackendoff (Sc.D., MIT
'69). The rationale behind the
selection is obscure, since .this
piece is notably immune to
displays of technical proficiency
(for which MIT is supposed to
be reputed). One must not only
do it right, but well: one has
heard this said of science and
technology, too, so maybe the
perfonrmance was a portent of
the policy to come.

In any case, the performers
acquitted themselves well, with-
in reason. The program notes
made much of certain changes to
the solo part effected by Messrs.
Freeman and Jackendoff; more
accurately, they devised subs-
titutions for changes originally
made over a century ago when
the primordial clarinet of
Mozart's time gave way to.the
standard modem instrument,
whose low range is a third
higher. The differences were of
note only to those very familiar
with the piece-

After intermission came an
even greater variety. First off
were Merwan Songs for Alto
Flute and Piano by the late Prof.
Gregory Tucker. His untimely
death last summer had prevented
his composition of an orchestral
piece for the occasion, and so
this recent chamber piece was
offered in his memory. It was
performnned by Karl Kraber, flute,
and Frederic Rzewski, piano.

Music then ceased for a short
while as the flute was replaced
by a lectem for playwright Lil-
lian Hellman, an old friend of

President Wiesner's. She called i' ' ' '
for a brotherhood of science and
art, to oppose-their real enemies: _ 
governments which misuse scio
ence. Science can create or des-
troy, she stated, while artists
express the creation or warn_
against the destruction.

Ms. Hellman then introduced 
Pete Seeger, who arrived along
with the ubiquitous stagehands
who had already received several
rounds of applause for their
manipulation of the podiumn.

For two hours now, the Glee
Club and Choral Society had sat.
largely unoccupied at the back of
the stage; it was a relief when 
Klaus Liepmann finally appeared
to conduct them. Their part of i
the program, the concluding sec- a
tion, continued Seeger's theme
of the American heritage: four I
Pilgrim Psalms arranged by Ross
Lee Finney, and the 67th Psalm
by Charles Ives. They were brief,
but prorided a satisfying and not
anticlimatic conclusion.

The festive aura of the oc-
casion recalled other affairs two
and three years ago, when con-
certs and other large gatherings
were commonplace. It is to be
hoped that excitement will not Pet Seger-on stageat the Inaugural Concert Wednesday evening
now be limited to inaugurations. Photo by Sheldon Lowent

Pete Seeger: Quiet Radical

A concert is a pubic gat-
ering at which musicians per-
form.

An Inaugural Concert is just
like a concert, except the public
consists of quite a few more
celebrities than usual, and the
musicians include a symphony
orchestra, various soloists, a few
speakers, a folksinger, a huge
choral group, and two loud-
speakers.

Such is the -. conclusion one
must reach, at least, on the basis
of last Wednesday nightss festi-
vities at Kresge Auditorium in
honor of MIT's thirteenth pres-
ident.

The occasion reminded one
not so much of a modern
concert as of the."academies" of
Mozart's day, which sported a
great variety of performers
aimed to keep everyone in the
audience happy. From all indica-
tions, the formula still works-
the Kresge crowd was more
than pleased, and the guest of
honor was duly honored. There
was even some Mozart ..

To start at the beginning,
though: the concert commenced
with an Inaugural Fanfare for
Digital Computer by Assistant
Professor of Music Barry Vercoe.
Appropriately enough, the
piece's twelve-tone theme was
made to derive by a clever
algorithm from the letters je-r-
r-y-w-i-e-s-n-e-r; its statement by
a trumpet-like sound was expan-
ded to a pleasantry of several
minutes' duration which
sounded like nothing so much as
a spaced-out wind ensemble. The
"4performers," two rectangular
speakers at either end of the
stage, were not in the best of
form at extremes of bass and
treble, but the overall effect-
with the orchestra and half the
chorus sitting mute on stage -
was intriguing.

Fanfare was' followed by
overture - Brahms' Academic
Festival, performed by the MIT
Symphony, Robert Freeman

thai

of people deciding that burning
is the best way of change.
Ending with a rousing sing-along
on the chorus, Pete 'Seeger
exited to a standing ovation.

Afterwards I talked with
Seeger briefly. Most of his time
currently is tied up with the
anti-pollution campaign on the
Hudson River. He lives on the
houseboat Clearwater, anchored
in the river. Along with about
two thousand others, he's suc-
ceeded in getting about a quarter
of the plants along the Hudson
to comply with various pollution
controls. Yet there are still many
offenders, mainly the big muni-
cipal corporations, and they are
not going along with the anti-
pollution measures. The clean-up
forces just aren't big or
powerful enough to do much
more. Seeger expressed hope
concerning a young_ biologist,
Domenic J. Pirone, who is taking
over command of the operation,
and was more optimistic for the
future.

Seeger also mentioned a few
things in regard to people
changing the system. He's both-
ered by the fact that students
aren't getting out and working
for change, and not with bombs,
but with votes and politics in
Washington. He also raised
concern over the control exerted
over the television medium. In
actuality, it is probably the most
censored of the media. There is
virtually no way any anti-war,
anti-defense, anti-pollution, any
controversial matter can be aired
in prime time without the
consent of the networks (and
with their vested interests, they
don't). Television is one of the
most crucial of all means of
communications, yet it is almost
dictatorially handled.

Seeger seemed a little with-
drawn as I spoke with him, most
likely due to the milling mob
around him. He noted how his
music was suffering at the
expense of his various activities
and causes, but said he was
enjoying it all and learning an
awful lot. A sampling of opin-
ions from others in that room,
including Wiesner and Paul Gray,
found many enjoying it all and
learning a bit each in his or her
own way.

By Neal Vitale
"This machine surrounds hate
and forces it to surrender."

-motto on
Pete Seeger's banjo

Pete Seeger opened his part
of Jerome Wiesner's Coronation
Concert on that very banjo with
one of the most famous of
American folk songs, "John
Henry." He then talked a bit
about the song he was going to
sing, Woody Guthrie's "Ain't
Got No Home In This World
Anymore." It was written for
the workingman of the early-mid
1900's, who was uprooted,
homeless, mortgaged 'till his
death, slave to The Man. It was
very appropriate then, but of
course, now everybody has a
home - and he proceeded into
"Little Boxes." The song is a

doing. He held up a couple of
"pie" graphs showing how much
of the "very gross national
product'" of a trillion dollars is
spent on what (we spend as
much on food as China's whole
gross national product) and
showing us how much the
government spends on what (he
didn't have to explain what the
biggest piece - about 50o - was
for). He tallked about how
people were so worried about
how much it would cost to clean
up the water, despite the incre-
dible wealth we possess, and
about how the government is
reluctant to increase the "all-out
war on pollution" (already less
thara 1A% of all the government
spending) because it would be
taken out of housing (2%a).

Seeger's analogy was well taken
as he described how he felt at
times, like one of the deckhands
on a ship heading down a river
straight towards some falls. The
captain would take orders only
from the ship's owner, who
didn't know what he was doing,
and the other deckhands were
afraid of what would happen no
matter what course of action
they pursued. His only hope was
that the boat wouldn't get hung
up on a reef twenty feet from
the falls and hang there for
years. So then he launched into
-a tune about how if the
revolution comes, we'll all have
to learn to survive, and especi-.
ally, learn to share. But if we
learned- to share now, there'd be
no need for a revolt.

Seeger then lightened up the
festivities a bit, dropping the
heavily political content of his
talk and doing an old Leadbelly
song, "Rock Island Line," with
the audience, Choral Society and
Glee Club singing the chorus. He
then switched back to banjo
and, after saying that a combin-
ation of Woody Guthrie and
Jerry Wiesner is what the coun-
try needs, went into a Guthrie
number to finish his bit. He sang
'"This Land Is Your Land" with
a set of verses that included a
couple of Guthrie's that
wouldn't be found in many
·school song books and an
original one by Seeger, bringing
in comments on welfare, univer-
.sities building missiles, and fear

Brass enlivens Bldg. 7
By P. E. Schindler, Jr. affected by the concert. Almost samugy iUDut attack on tne

At its peak it stopped almost no one passed through the lobby middle-class, livingin a suburban
350 lunch hour passersby in the without turning their head to world of littie boxes made of
lobby of Building 7. In terms of look at the musicians and smile "ticky-tacky," a people put into
the number of people directly before scurrying on into the tle boxes d theunver-
affected, it might have beenthe b of the snstitute. The at- Sties al the chems and the
most spectacular Inaugural mosphere was festive and the engineers -
Event to date. happiness at seeing such a thing Seeger changed over to his

The Cambridge Brass En- in the' normally staid lobby twelve-string guitar and decided
semble performed a noon hour seemedcntios to howeveryonewhat he's been
concert in the main lobby last
Tuesday afternoon, to the de-
light of almost all who came into
contact with it. In particular, 
their first selection fascinated
the crowd, as they played a
piece written for 30 positions 
and 7 instruments, during which
they took full advantage of the
new superstructures in the lobby
with each musician wandering
from place to place to play his
line of the melody. No one kept :- . -:
count, but they may well have
used 30 positions.

This first piece brought a ,a
lengthy round of applause,
during which the musicians-
seated themselves for a more 
nonrmal-attack of sound dufing
the remainder of the concert.
Although there were occasional

-lapses, 'the performance was
generally very good - at least the
audience which had gathered
during the half hour of the
concert thought so. They gave,
the group a rousing 2 minute
standing ovation, which resulted
in another 5 minutes or so of 
encores. . . R..t Hare and Peter Cann ntmpessrtu fiOsd Ludwi and Rob-

Even those who did not stop, ertKen, trombos, and Dan Wishey, uba, phrom for a noon-
.or who only paused, were visibly .. time crowd in honor of Dr. Wiesler. Photo by Dav Sears

on proves diverse
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Martin opened the discussion
on the first question by cormpar-
ing the situation to that in the
early years of the auto industry.
Orginally, only one kind 'of car
was made, while today, with an
increased consumer demand for
variety; more options have beenl
made available. Weizenbaum fol-
lowed to make the point that
modern computers were so com-
plex that "'no one person knows
how they work," and_ that' since
man has such a relatively shorter
lifetime .than the' information
base of a computer, he foresaw
the spectre of "an ancient ma-
chine which can no longer
change its mind." In any.event,.
however, he argued that such
long-lived machines could- alter
man's view of Iimself.

Fano, attempting to' return
the discussion to a more per-
sonal level, interjected that
"people feel they are being
pushed around by computers
they don't understand." He then
broached the possibility that
"computers lmight provide more
real freedom of choice."

Flexibility vs. rigidity
Saltzer commhniented that

"computers were making the
price of flexibility more appar-
ent." "With mechanization, one
sees more options, among them
rigidity, and flexibility seems
too expensive." Gorry addressed
him self to communications
problems. By improving com--
munications, it has eliminated
the- need for- buffers within an

organiation, and made central-
ized- rigidity-more inexpensive.
Decentralization :"options, .: he_
said, are "definitely open."

Winston proffered : the
.opinion that "technology does
allow a higher-order kind: of
decision." -People, he stated,
"must make decisions on' What
kind of decision to make." In
addition, he pointed out that
"the flexibility should be there
butt the marginal- cost of adding
it should be small.'"

Winston -thenf noted that
systems must have "some under-
standing of who they- are
designed to work, with." In ex-
planation he added that- he
hoped "to incorporate some
model of people" and ways of
dealing with them. Fano para-
phrased him to say that "people
and computers should be able to
get together and settle things."
Winograd argued that there was
not just a language ·problem,
"but also a need to have a basis
of common knowledge." Build-
ing on this, Weizenbaum noted
that "'when we agree that we
have successful communication,-.
what we are saying is that we
trust each others' models."

Weizenbaum was later to point
out that 'the discussion had
entirely slkipped over the issue of
social flexibility: "coexist on
what terms?" he asked.

Privacy
Fano then directed the discus-.

sion to the second major topic,
computers and privacy, by quot-
ing Saltzer as saying that "large-
scale data banks would 'never
exist". (Saltzer later explained
that he felt such a system impos-
sible to'build because it would
be too complex.) Saltzer opened
the new topic by pointing out
that as he sees it, the biggest
problem with privavy systems is
that they are "so complicated
that they can't be verified."
Gerry attributed the problems
that this new technology is caus-
ing to the climate in the society
into which it is being in-
troduced.

Fano again moved. to a more
personal view byT asking "How
are you going to implement
people's right to-!examine and
:correct all the information held
about them?" Speaking in more
graphic terms, he noted that if
someone were to pile on his desk
all the data available on him, he
would probably be too over-
thelmed to check it all. Later he
simply' stated "people get hurt."

Weizenbaum reiterated
Gorry's concern for the role of
society in choosing to develop
such systems. Martin com-
mented that "what is informa-
tion depends, on what people
know," wlhile Winegrad argued
in favor of the need "for people
to have a better idea of what
these systems are and what they
can do."

At the close of the discussion,
Fano advanced the concept that
'knowledge is power" and that
:omhputers are "knowledge
machines," concentrating power
n the hands of those who al-
ready hold it. Weizenbaum
:ountered by suggesting that
knowledge, especially at the
levels which a ' computer pro-
vides, may be immobilizing.

By Lee Giguere -
A discussion of the topic

"Can People and Computers Co-.
exist?" produced a plethora of
views about the capabilities of
computer s and their.role in so-
ciety, but came to no solid
conclusions about the question
posed in the title.

Professor of Electrical Engi-
neering Robert Fano, modera-
ting the-discussion, suggested at
the outset that while the title of
the panel was "selected to be
challenging," he was "afraid we
overdid it."

Fano laid before the.panel-
ists, who included Professors of
Management George Gorry and
William Martin, and Professors
of Electrical Engineering Jerome
Saltzer, Joseph Weizenbaum,
Terry Winograd, and -Patrick
Winston, some ideas about com-
puters. First, he advanced that
"computers will be. used more
and more in the operation of
society," because of the extreme
complexity involved. Secondly;
he argued that "whenever com-
puters are used, a social decision
is made, and that the state of
technology controls the class of
social decisions that are imple-
mentable."

The succeeding discussion
then focused on two questions
raised by Professor Fano: Will
computers inject more con-
fonnity and rigidity into society
or will- they allow -more flexi-
bility? and, What is the effect of
computers on -personal privacy?

Professor of Electrical Engineering Jospeh Weizenbaumrn, who served
as a "devil's advocate" on the panel "Can People and Cornputers
Coexist?" makes a point in opposition to another panelist during
the discussion last week. Photo by Dave Tennenbaum

MIT panel examines
urban transportation

By Bert Halstead
A panel discussion entitled

"Future Modes of Transporta-
tion" investigated what MIT's
role might be in developing fu-
ture transportation systems and
solving associated social prob-
lems.

Professor of Civil Engineering
Charles Miller, chairing the meet-
ing, indicated that the purpose
of the discussion was to assess
and discuss where MIT.is and
where it's going in its efforts to
solve urban transportation prob-
lems.

Miller said that the panelists,
who included Professor of Politi-
ca; Science Alan Altshuler, Pro-
fessor of Mechanical Engineering
Herbert' Richardson, Mr. Melvin
King, Associate Director of the
MIT Community Fellows Pro-
gram, and Professor of Civil En-
gineering Scheffer Lang, were
chosen, on the basis of their
work on transportation prob-
lems while at MIT, and the
significance' of their work as
viewed from outside MIT.

Miller pointed out that there
were two approaches to the
problem: the "scholarly" ap-
proach, consisting of individual
research and specialized study of
a small portion of the problem,
and the "action" approach,
which he .defined as attempting
to bring about- change in the
field by designing large. systems
and taking on extra institutional
responsibilities for carrying out
the plan.

Altshuler felt that it was im-
portant for universities-to have
sources of funding less depen-
dent -on the current political

situation with which to carry
out basic research oi no immedi-
ate political interest. In addition,
he stated that it is not the role
of a university to work for cli-
ents or to have to meet deadli-
nes.

Richardson raised a number
of questions about the future of
universities in transportation.
Pointing out that 20%o of the
country's GNP goes into trans-
portation, he stated that serious
problems still exist, and that our
leadership position in the field is
being threatened. Richardson
suggested that the universities'
contributions to the field could
include interesting the best
young minds in solving trans
portation problems, integrating
the "soft" and "hard" sciences
to provide more effective'solu-
tions, supplying innovative ideas,
and stimulating industrial re-
search and development partict-
pation.

Mr. King advocated a transfer
of power to the people in the
affected communities. He saw
government pressure as a way to
force universities to make an
institutional commitment to the
problem, and help .by giving
large numbers of traineeships to
non-white people from urban
areas, and otherwise providing
training for members of the
community.

By Ken Vtaca
The' second panel discussion

on "International Programs at
MIT" dealt with future pro-
spects for international studies.

.Making up the Friday after-
noon panel were Professor of
Civil Engineering Peter.Eagleson,
Professor of Political Science
Ithiel de Sola Pool, Dean William
F. Pounds of the Sloan School
of Management, and Professor of
Economics and Political Science
Everett E. Hagen, who modera-
ted the discussion.

Professor Eagleson gave the
details of 'a $900,000 grant from
the Agency for International De-
velopment (AID) which will be
used to fund international re-
search at MIT over a five year
period. The stated purpose of
the grant is to facilitate the
study of adaptation of industrial
and related technologies for
emerging countries. It was em-
phasized that technology should
not only be transferred bbt
adapted to different cultures. No
one intimated how that might be
done.

Eagleson went on to explain
that income increases in de--
veloping countries only with the'
coming of technology. He did
not mention whether the quality
of living also went up. In sub-
stantive terms, the objectives of
the grant are curriculum de-
velopment, workshcops and con--
ferences, fellowships for stu-
dents, collection of library
resources, establishment -of a
central office to coordinate acti-

; I *11. clas-sified ·
adver tlSl ng
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.vities, travel funds, -general re-
search and faculty development.

Professor Pool said there was
great interest in international
communications because of the
large number of foreign students
here and their particular in-
terests in electrical engineering
and telecommunications, He

, spoke of trying to break down
international barriers. New de-
velopments are constantly being
made in communications satel-
lites, cable television, and visual
educational materials. Pool en-
visioned village community TV-
sets in underdeveloped areas, re-
pulsive though the idea may
seem.

Dean Pounds looked forward
to studying and applying new
theories of 'maniagement which*
could be valid across inter:

national boundaries. He- men-
tioned the possibility of gross
multi-national corporations.

The theme of social scientists
and engineers "sitting com-
fortably together" was Professor
Hlagen's message. He spoke of
integrating soft disciplines with
hard science in international
matters. An International Policy
Programs Office is being created
to deal with certain of these
problems.

MIT?s involvement in inter-
national .affairs is presently

, changing. Professor Pool
stemmed.-it up when he said that
for -MIT to prescribe solutions to
developing countries would be
"an act of supreme arrogance."
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By NorianaSe i -. Schweppe and G.L.Wilson are O
Power generaio 'transporta-: -both currently--engaged -in .re- resea

tion, and fthe enviromnvent ate search on improving power gen-. "a n
currently ohn.. -.i#st of priorities eration and distribution to meet tion,
of the reseaxchin.MIT's Electri- the "increased consumitibn'of fess0
cal Engineering-department. industry." Schweppe's research. Hen]

During a two-part panel dis- group has undertaken a crash T
cussion last Thursday- and Friday project for the President's office high.
entitled - "N ew Directions in of Science-and Technology. The tion
Electrical Engineering Re- purpose of the study will be"to magr
search," eight of the depart- determine where the US should- -plant
ment's researchers explained cur- put its money for R & D [re- betw
rent and future problems their search and development] in the rail
research is dealing with. field of power generation." magr

Perhaps the most notable fea-- Wilson is working on a joint the
ture of the event, which saw effort of the Mechanical Engi- cond
sparse attendance, was an under- neering and Electrical Engineer- TI
lying interest in environmental ing departments "to try to im- hiclde
problems. This concern was ap- prove power generators." Work speec
parent in discussions of projects is now centered on "the applica- great
ranging from "energy systems tion of cryogenics to produce patti
dynamics" to "modes .of ground superconductor generators, using Thor
transportation."' liquid helium" with hopes of cons

In the area of systems "reducing weight and -cost while woul
dynamics, Professors F. C. increasing efficiency." lane
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government and private indus-
try.

Professor Myers was the only
panelist to mention the man-
power/womanpower aspect of
the topic, was this was only to
note that women are filling in-
creasingly-larger percentages of
"professional, technical and kin-
dred workers," which is the fast-
est growing section of the labor
market. Unemployment is also
on the rise in this segment, with
two groups in particular greatly
affected:- young, inexperienced
scientists or engineers, and older
men who have not kept up with
their education, particularly -en-
gineers without college degrees
who had been upgraded from
technicians in the manpower
crunch of fifteen or twenty
years ago.

Right now, there is a decline
in the number of students choos-
ing physical science and engin-
eering (except, for some reason,
chemical engineering), and a
great increase in those studying
the life and social sciences. The
current over-supply of physical
scientists, the National Science
Foundation claims, is mainly
due to the great decreases in
technically-oriented space and
defense expenditures, which can-
not be. made up by private indus-
try.

By Carol McGuire
Labor and education special-

ists urged a greater flexibility in
technical and scientific training
to prevent a repetition of the
current engineering and scienti-
tic unemployment, in an inaug-
uration panel Monday.

Entitled -"Manpower and
Womanpower," the panel was
chaired by Dean Robert Alberty
of the School of Science, who
opened the discussion with a
presentation.of figures on popu-
lation and technical training.

The panelists were Dr. J. Her-
bert Hollomon, Consultant to.
the Provost and the President;
Professor Charles Myers,- Man-
agement; Dr. Raymond Bispling-
hoff of the National Science
Foundation and Aeronautics and
Astronautics; and Dean William
Porter, Architecture and Urban
Planning. Each of these presen-
ted his views of the trained-
manpodwer situation at length.

Dr. Hollomon views the sci-
entist as moving in a cyclic.
"corn and hogs" pattern, ac-
cording to the economic laws of
supply and demand. He. also
stated that to employ all the
scientists in the labor market
now or soon there will take a
major increase in research and
development, both by federal

(Continuedfrom page 3)
pattern for the universe, and to
conform to the pattern. A hier-
archical structure for society de-
veloped naturally, and many of
the tools: of scientific progress
were adopted by the old power
structure.

So attacking science and tech-
nology not only. is a mis-
direction of effort, it could
damage one of the few tools
available for breaking away from
harmful societal patterns. Wren-
Lewis pointed out that a funda-
mental facet of the scientific
attitude is the affirmation of the
creativity of man's 'relation to
nature. Knowledge gained about
nature enables man to do some-
thing new,-rather than just con-
form to pre-existing patterns.

The germ of a new scientific
attitude came to Wren-Lewis in a
revelation, a mystical experience
on. the shores of a lake in
Switzerland. The depth of his
anger with Roszak had already
convinced him the author must
have had something worthwhile
to say. The golden color of
blinding sunlight reflecting' off
the water provided a key.-The
motive behind the search for
wealth or power is a desire
among men to increase' their
stature with respect to the rest
of the world. Traditional scien-
tific method has a fundamental
appeal to this iriate drive, for
science attempts to offer domi-
nation over the natural world.
So fundamental' a part of. human
nature cannot be suppressed or
ignored, so Roszak's attempts to
direct man away from science
and technology must But a
different approach to science
and technology might
be valuable. Wren-Lewis raised
the possibility of applying the
cardinal scientific principle of
avoiding self-deception to the
study of the interactions be-
tween man and nature, and man
and man, rather than to the
manipulation of one by the
other. This would involve a-

SOFTBALL
If all has goneas scheduled,

ZBT fraterlity chapters from
MIT and Northeastern are in the
midst of'a continuous three-day
Softball game 'for the benefit of
the United Fund., .:

_ · II

sympathetic process of sorts, a
combination of revelation from
the outside world and self-
-disclosure from within. He re-
jected the current social sciences
- they demonstrate the diseases
of science at their worst, being
quite manipulative - holding
out instead the possibilities of a
world transfigured by the know-
ledge gained from the creative
study of interactions.

Both Morrison and Lettvin
had fundamental disagreements
with Wren-Lewis' suggestion.
Describing himself as a hard-
boiled type of scientist, Mor-
rison joked at the Englishman's
subjectivity and insisted that
what merited examination was
not the content of science but
its form. Lettvin took a much
more direct exception to the
featured speaker's - remarks,
reminding him that the displace-
ment of thought by a concern
for ethics around the sixth cen-
tury BC caused the loss of many
important intellectual triumphs.

, And he questioned the value of
relying on the "encounter
group" method of gaining
knowledge.

The Technology and Culture
Seminar series was originally
conceived as a way of raising on
the MIT campus various issues
involved in the interaction of
these two fields of human know-
ledge. Though there was no
direct cause-and.effect relation-
ship between the series' incep-
tion and the MIT Commission's
discussion of the value of such a
program, the discussion gene-
rated by the Commission pro-
vided an important boost for the
Seminar group.
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One of the-most interesting
arch projects discussed was
new concept in transporta-
"developed at MIT by Pro-
)rs Richard D. Thornton and
ry H. Ko(lm..
'hornton explained that the

speed ground transporta-
system they developed is a

netic - suspension "magnet-
e," propelled by a force
teen "induced current in the
(aluminum)" and "three

netic fields established by
use of cryogenic super-

luctors."
Thornton noted that the ve-

would probably attain
ds of 250 mph, and even
ter if-it travels through a
ial vacuum. According to
rnton, the requirements for
struction of the system
ld "not be as great as a six

highway," and it would
bably be more economical
se than a jet plane along the
D route." -
le said that there is little
g done in the United States
i the idea of magnetic sus-
ion but that in Japan, the

Tokyo-Osaka high-speed
will be a form of magnetic
ension. Thornton estimated
a "Boston to New York run

probably be the first
1oyment of the system in
country." He added that
hoped to have a 1/25th
model of the "magnet-

"-' on display at Dulles
rnational Airport in Wash-
Dn, D. C. next May.
Other research cited by staff
ibers as currently going on
{IT in the area of electrical
neering include application
attern recognition and image
cessing to computerized
id tests, the increased need
biomedical engineering in
iology, and a voluminous
puter program developerdin
Department dealing with

bolic computation and alge-
c: manipulation.
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'win like all other teams and i
came prepared to play football,,

;but. thley-, didn'.t...mow . they'
would have to play the officialsj
as well..ltsbad enough playing'z:

"eight guys, but 'when there areas
ten against you - W

What realy should be done is' "

something about the officials.:
More eare should be taken in the "m
training and choosing of officials :-j
especially for the 'A' league, I
where, athonh taken in fun,
the game is a very serious y
business. They should be able to. A-
stand up to all and justly do .j
theirjobs. It is quite evident that =

some of the officials this year X
lack these qualities. .

In efforts to ease this sit- 
uation, many people have been ·
suggesting that at all games, BSU -i
in particular, at least one of the .'J
officials be black. Most- members. .
of the BSU team, however, feel A
that it doesn't matter whether-
the officials are black or white v

just as long as they do their job.
Nevertheless, the BSU teams 'A

have made their move. The time 
has come now for the IM
Council, the othe r i ntramural
teams, MIT and you, in general I
to let it be known how you feel _
about this matter, because it is 
you who determine whether any ,'I

type of harmonious activity is to 
be carried on in, on, or around !
llT's campus. 

R10 pmAn~~~~~~'~

in Hall (Aznavour). 30 C;ainshorough
ddressed envelope. Tickets also at box
-241 2. 
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type of f uuffui relationship
before the next scheduled BSU

-game, =which -was -to--be-..- a d'
SAE. Although there were no ill
feelings between members of the
two teams the tension was there:

Members of the BSU team
bad been accused of coming
onto the field in hopes of
starting fights, or in a lust for
blood, but'- in. actuality other
teams in the league had actually
drawn blood. The -SAE-PGD
game which was played the same
weekend as the BSU-LCA- game,
for example, was described as
"friendly competition'". and
ended with five players being-
sent to the hospital, while during
the BSUt-LCA game-there were
no hospitalizations or serious
injuries. The-only incidents were
a punched referee and bystand-
er, whose nose was broken. Both
incidents occurred after the
completion of the game. Other
players were wishing to have the
BSU thrown out of the IMf
league, and other teams were
seriously considering not show-

- ing -up for games against the
BSU. What 'else could a situation
like this do but create tension?

The BSU came-on Ahe field
"teed" up in a sense, because of
the attitude which had been
projected to them from reading
and hearing of the 'A' league.
Members of the team wanted to

Although not in the best interest
of the game, most observers feel
.the -referee got whathe. deserved,
but one question remains un-
answered: "Should a team be so
unjustly' reprimanded for the
actions of one -player?" Never
before has any-actibon of this sort
taken place anywhere before.
When a professional athlete
breaks a league regulation, that
player is fimed, suspended, or
thrown out of the league; the
same thing happens in intercol-
legiate athletics. 

What hurts most of all is that
an incident of the same nature
took place last year involving the
BSU team. Last yeax's decision
declared the :game'"no contest"
with neither team gaining the
victory. Has football changed
that much in one year?

For the past two weeks,
representatives of the B$U foot-
ball team have been meeting
with the IM Executive Council,
representatives from the SAE
football team, deans from the
Office of Student Affairsand
heads of the Athletic Depart-
ment in hopes of fornnng some

By Walter Middlebroo k
As -a direct result of actions

taken -by the -tM-:Executive
Council last week,-the Black
Student Union is withdrawing its
football teams from the IM'
leagues.

The major reason for drop-
ping out of the -leagues, accord-
ing to' the players, was the
decision made by the -Council
declaring LCA the winner in the
contest. Although LCA led the
game with respect to points,
19-9, no official winner had
been announced because the
game was protested by both
teams; the BSU lodging its
protest in the early minutes of
the first quarter.

The BSIJ filed its protest
because of the unfair and incom-
petent officiating which took
place and the feelings of pre-
judice and racism which pre-
vailed on and off the field. It
was based on incidents where
coaches of the BSU team had to
take the referees to the IM Rules
Book to show them, on at least
three occasions in the first
quarter, illegal calls made thus

far in the game. The protest was
based on the fact that three BSU
touchdowns -were . called. back,
two of which because tags were
made by diving tacklers. The
game was protested because of
LCA's first touchdown in which
the running back was tagged on
the field, right in front 'of the
referee; realizing this the runner
stopped. All the 'other players
stopped, but when inforgMed by
his teammates that no whistle
had sounded the back glided in
for an easy touchdown. When
confronted by members, of the
team, the referee admitted see-
ing the tag and not blowing his
whistle, but he would be unable
to do anything beuse he could
not call the play back. These are
just a few of the reasons for
which the B SU team and game
observers -feel their protest is
justified.

Yet when it was presented to
the IM Executive Council, the
protest was totally ignored. The
only explanation given, thus far,
is that one member of the BSU
team struck one of the referees
at the end' of the game.

(Continued from page 2)
Program" to be headed by a new
dean. This dean, who would
"work with an executive com-
mnittee of faculty members," is
to "embody the responsibility of
the faculty as a whole for gen-.
eral education, especially in the
first two years. Finally, Rogers
reported that the Task Force
recommended the establishment
of "a division for education re-
search" which would" 'support,
draw together and coordinate
MIT's abilities in this area."

Rogers then noted that these
proposals are meant to be "'ini-
tial steps that will help us see
more about further steps."

Enlarging upon his brief pre-
sentation, Rogers explained that
what he termed the "seminar-
research experience" was to be
an optional feature in the under-
graduate curriculum, that if
chosen would occupy some 25%.
of a student's time. Essentially,
it would mean "working with a
faculty member in the context
other than that of the class-
room," in a field related to what
both the student and faculty
member thought was real and
important. Rogers advanced this
concept as "a way to couple
advising and teaching," and
added that it might'also be "a
vehicle for writing off certain
requirements." On personal con-
tact in a working situation, the
program, as Rogers saw it, would

L I 1 A_ _ __ _b_=

be "a very variable and hetero-
geneous kind of thing."

The proposed "Dean for the
Academic Program," Rogers -re-
lated, is to embody the faculty's
"responsibility for general edu-
cation," and additionally is to
'provide a continuing intellec-
tual focus and forum" for under-
graduate education. He followed
this with an enumeration of the
office's "operational- areas of
responsibility" which would be
shared with a number of
standing committees of the
faculty. The Dean would coordi-
nate and communicate innova-
tion in "large, basic subjects,"
where the Taskc Force felt there
was "room for improvement."

-He would also fill the need-for
'administrative and intellectual
attention to experimental pro-
grams," The new dean, Rogers
continued, would be assigned to
administer the seminar-research
program, matching students dnd
facult, providing support, and
"writingff" requirements. He
would "maintain, a continuing
overview of general Institute re-
quirements," and would also
maintain an overview of . the
-academic program. Finally,
Rogers noted that the proposed
dean would "provide input to-
the promotion and -tenure pro,
cess," providing recognition of
the contribution of staff mem{-'
bers to the educational program.

Turning to the proposal for

an education research division,
Rogers termed it a "novel struc-
ture," which would have its own
faculty, staff and students. Its
structure would be different
from that of the departments
and the schools, and Rogers sug-
gested that it would -have "a
strong, action-oriented mission."
Included in its activities would
be the research and development
of curricula (similar to current
work in the Education. Research
Center), learning research, cogni-
tive studies and- continuing edu-
cation.

JORDAN HALL
2 SHOWS

Friday, October 22 88
MAIL ORDERS & TICKETS
AT THE BOX OFFl:ICE NOW
$6.95, 55.95, 54.95, $3.95

Checks payable and mail to: Jorda
St.,-Boston. Include stamped self-ad
office-Mon.-Sat. 1 0-5 :00. Tel. 5 36-

In 60. minutes, over 80% of our Mini-Leson audiences in-
crys their reading speed. Just a little, but enough to know
what It's like. At the Mini-Lesson, you will find out how te
Evelyn Wood technique handles difficult textbook material.
iHow it Improves memry and concentration. And, how it
makes reading a pleaure instead of- a chore. The Mini-,
Leawn is one hour that could change your life, tool
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THE SALVATION ARMY BUILDING
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Rogers outlines proposals

2 out of the last 3 Presidents invited us to tea h ouar
Speed !eading Course t meanm ers of the White House Staff.

(ff toha Kennedy and Nixon people could find the time, shouldn't you?)
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ar thre a- 2eomodto ns p- os -ble? -
spectre of a gradual withdrawal
of blacks from the IM program.
It Would indeed be unfortunate
for the BSU to decline to field
IM teams, but both sides are at
something of an impasse. There
is very little the IM directors can
do if the BSU insists that their
attitude toward 'sport, however
justifiable, be matched by the
IM facilities and officiating.
There may well be no possible
accommodation..

I
I

," I r I Ii, = ,,,, .. .

2ing szpectre of

ack Fwithdrawal

Beyond the IM sports pro-
gram, what happened that Sun-
day afternoon revealed some-
thing fundamental about the
relationship between blacks and
whites on this campus. At few
other times since 1969, when
blacks began forming a sizeable
part of the-incoming freshman
class, has it been so apparent
that students from the two races
are not communicating with
each other. For example, many
whites were probably surprised
to learn about the serious way
the BSU team took participation
in the football program. They
weren't the only team to go to
exceptional lengths to prepare
for the fall schedule (Phi Gamma
Delta also surprised quite a few

II IIl ! I I M IMIII I --- I

obectlon. It the IM program
here seems ill-suited to their
brand . of devotion to football,
-perhaps they would be better off
in some other league.

This raises the discouraging

Tertaers DH ti
295 HUNTINGTON AVE.

BOSTON, MASS. 02215

(617) 267-3000

WE GI VE RESULTS

Going back to the game,
there is no doubt that it was'
unusually rough.5 ,The BSU
tackles (if that is the appropriate
word for a game of two-hand
touch) were unnecessarily vio-

lent, and the brutality seemed to
increase as the game wore to a
finish, climaxing when the LCA
quarterback was punched after
being felled along the BSU
sideline.

When asked about, the BSU
play after the game; coach Ben
Moultry defended his players'

conduct. After that first quarter
play, he called his team back to

the sidelines and told them to
nmake certain the refs didn't miss

a~ny more tags. He po.inted. out

El . i i I I --- II , - - I i I

I
By Alex Makowski ; that- h' players were naturally

There is much -that Could be psyched,.up for the game- and
said about-the il-stafted partici- -were, understandabl frustrated

pation by the BSU in "A - when their daily practice and
League football this yea.- 'A!- :novel defensive fonration were
though there is a very real dan- frustrated by clumsy Officiating,

ger of reading too much into the And there certainly was no uni-
situation, it is still- wort, con- versal team attitude of hostility,,

sidering carefully, .o -see what Several Lambda Chi's com-
can be learned -about both, I M mented along the. sidelines that

sports and the relationship be- there were BSU players out for
tween the black lundergraduates nothing more than a good game
and the rest of the campus. . of football.

It is natural tb. begifi-by, con-

sidering the football' game two
weeks ago between, the BSU and I

Lambda Chi Aapha,' I -ar iSCvOed'CI-ig2
late in the- first" qater, but
witnessed all- of the rest of the

game as well as the tension and
violence afterwards. The xeteree-

ing was poor - no worse, per-
ha;s, than the officiating at any Why did the BSU decide to

other of that first weekend's withdraw from' "A" league corn-
games, but still poor. The BSU Petition? An important factor
objected vehemently con a play seems to be the frustration with
in the first quarter when their th ereigPur poef
secondary seemingly tagged . a -Once their protest of the game
pm receiver (the receiver just was rejected, the blacks had to

about stopped on the sidelines ask themselves whether it was
only to see him tear off and worth their effort to play with

..... ,.., touchdown wh.en .t the kind of officiating they werescore a touchduown when~j there%
was no whistle. In the second likely to get through the season.
quarter a fine touchdown run by Whether they attributed the offi-Iquarter anfne tOUChedown run by.

their quarterback was called ciating to incompetence or racial
back by an official well behind prejudice, the frustration was
..... pl who c~almed -the ballstill more than they were willingIthe play who claimedo the ball-· ~~~~~o to bear. Deciding that theycarrier had been tagged short of ,t get eecided t'at-

the goal line. Everyone on the c
sidelines agreed that it was a ment that befitted the time and

~' ............ work they were putting into thecall, but that was undoubtedly
game, the BSU players left IMsmall comfort to the BSU whenh

they failed to score. football·
But such stories as these were The decision obviously

common to every football game touched the core of the IM
sports'programn As IN Council.that weekend. Were these po or Chai r am. As ha pointed

calls the result qf bias or pre- thereareitationto
judice by the referees? It seems out, there are hmitations to
[unlikely. There is, -for example, what the IM program can pro

no love lost between J.el Berg- vide for officiating. It would be
man, head ref for the BSU game, foolish and financially impos-
and the Lambda....... (Twice sible to hire outside refereeing

for touch football games. Other
.p.ast..ed eend, Berganf teams besides the BSU have been

penalizdLAni ten.d wa en f frustrated by the officiating theyunsportsmanlikeconduct when rcie.....uull ecd
the team objected to his calls received The y usualny decide
during the game with Delta Tau that th e participation, with the
Delta.) I know another of the

refs personally, and'over the past Provides enough satisfaction.
year I have never seen him There can be no denying, how-
demonstrate racial prejudice. ever, the legitimacy of the BSU

I
i
I
i
I
III

I

I
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I
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football fans), but it is -unlikely
that - students from the other
houses would leave the sports
program because the refereeing
was inadequate. Certainly more
communication might have
eased the tensions around that
football game.

Increasingly blacks and
whites have been drawing off to
their own sections of the cam-
pus. Most of the few blacks who
lived in fraternities have either
graduated or moved out, and
every fall the BSU discourages
black freshmen from joining a
fraternity. As one professor
noted, rarely do you see blacks
and whites walking together in
groups on campus. And there
was a particularly disturbing in-
cident following the BSU-LCA
game.. The blows to Weisshaar
and Bergman from one of the
BSU players could perhaps be
dismissed as the result of over-
heating during the football
game, but the belligerence and
hostility of the black spectators
to the whites on the field after
the game was a bit more un-
settling. If the blacks here have a
legitimate reason for believing
themselves the victims at MIT,
perhaps both blacks and whites

here had better get together to
try and work the problem out. If
not, students have to realize that
unjustified bellicosity is hardly
worth the temporary personal
satisfaction it may bring.

This may strike some as the
same liberal hand-wringing that
has been going on in this coun--
try for decades. But it is frustra-
ting to see that on a college
campus, within a community of
some of this country's most in-
telligent young adults, such pro-
blems seem to defy solution. Is
it too much to ask for black and
white students to somehow
come together to thrash out
their disagreements? Perhaps it is
too much to expect that such
problems can be worked out in
the competitive, emotionally
charged atmosphere of athletic
competition.

And looking at the practicali-
ties of the situation, it may be
up to the blacks to make the
first move. It would be difficult
for * white to go up to a black
and politely ask him what was
troubling him - the expected and
natural result would be hostility.
The blacks must bring out for
discussion what they see as the
flaws in this campus and school.

CtHURCHIL L 'S
ENGL ISH STYLE

FISH N' CHIPS
FAST SERVICE
GOOD FOOD
INEXPENSIVE

.NEARBY
Mr. Churchill, the grandson of the lae

prime minister and a distinguished reporter
for the London Times, has just returned
from a Middle East trip.OPEN FROM 1 1 AM

LSC presents

Winston S. Churchill
Member of Parliament

speaking on

"THE SOVIET THREAT AND
THE MIDDLE EAST CRISIS"

NEED EXTRA CASH?
Here's How To Make It

new, brand name audio equipment, blank
tape, musical instumdits and all audio
acssories.

and make that exta cash
you need; You're the boss. Yu set yow
own efM picture.
For catlogs and infmnthon, write or phone

M. IANN C/o SlgG DSTRIBUTMtS, INC.
4-55 5i ROAD, M 9SET, N.Y. 1378-

(a12) 71163337
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BENCHWARMER-
:.' '. By John Kavazanjian,Vale~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~":

Over the last few years, we have seen a large change in .:"?
:-::' the character of athletics here at MIT. This has -been
:':':': noticeable on an intercollegiate, intramural, and on a'.,:
:.:.' recreational basis. For the serious athlete, however, the

changes have been very noticeable.
!':[>";' The athlete at MIT is caught in the dilemma of athletics : !: :

versus studies. Going'back pretty far, the athlete at MIT ':'
,..::,. was a student first, a gentleman second, amid a sportsman
·x-:- rather than an athlete. His saving grace (as a jock, that is) :':':

was in his love for athletic competition and there was an :,
actual "ra ra go Tech" type of spirit. As students (some at !i

· least) seemed to have more free time to devote to sports, :, 
the intercollegiate program grew and throughout the fifties, ,i MIT always seemed to have good sports teams.

As we moved into the sixties things started to change, ..
students found themselves with an excess of leisure time, .:

x more time to think if you- will, and they started to :;":
question. Among the things that they questioned were the ..

0%. sacred words of a coach and the merits of spending 2-4 :.::'
hours a day getting battered around on a lacrosse field and -:-:

XXX%~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~:'

spending two more hours nursing your sores. The old ethics ':."
of character building, winning for old Tech, or winning and !
getting the girl, no longer worked as motivators. Some: :

coaches eased up on the mental and physical-pressure on ! .
'.'.: teams, and self, not group motivation was stressed. -

... :. There were of course notable exceptions, for instance -.
i.. the crew squad that worked hard- to go to the Henley .:*.'
'::-': Regatta. But that had to come from within themselves,
.:..: there was no publicity, academic credit, or athletic :::

scholarships to push them into working towards that goal.!'
l'n the last three years, we have seen the conflict develop. '"|

I:" it was many-faceted, involving many players just plami :...
dropping off of teams out of disinterest or disheartening.,:..:.
Coaches were especially vulnerable, for if they tried to be ".-"'
strict disciplinarians they lost needed players and if they ::'":'

:":':i were lax and disorganized they just-plain lost. It was a *.
challenge to a coach, in some circumstances to get enough .. :
players out for a squad -to practice.

But from-all indications, for some reason, this year is..
different. More people are going out and staying out for :.

:.., intercollegiate sports than ever before. The question seems :t
.... now to be just how to'adjust to. this reversal. z:::::

We are- finding that teams this year in intercollegiate as ~:':':'
:.:.:. well as intramural sports are just screaming for a team type ':':
.. of identity. People out for sports want to work, want to be ..

t: treated as athletes, and want to participate on whatever:::
:::': level possible.
:-:., As the seriousness of the participants increases though. :of':
:':. the demands on the system do also. In intramural football .:
i~" for instance a large number of the injuries that occur are as ' ;,:
:."~! a result of one person -or another just plain overtrying at : ,<:':"
': times and pushing himself too far- The increased seriousness i.

*-..: also puts demands on the systems of officiating in :::
: intramurai sports. It has emerged from the controversy over iii
i:j.'! the LCA-BSU football game of a few weeks ago that the -:,:
I:;.' BSU, a new team, expected good officiating, and LCA ;
::. having been around awhile, knew that there were going to -,.:..

::, be a large number of mistakes - in fact expected them.
:-~:i Currently, demands for field time outstrip available :!.'.-
:.:':! space. Space on Bnggs Field, Aiumni pool, tennis courts, :?'::
'!.- and the ice rink is utilized to the utmost, to the point of ::..! -
."B' making less than equitable time for recreational usage 'i!.'.'.i
:..i because of the demands of team usage. For instance, try to '.:..:--
.:iii' schedule varsity, freshman, and 3 2 intramural teams on one '.'i
:.:..:, ice hockey rink. - .: -i':<'

- As athletics become more and more an integral part of .:"
:-,:& the students-.l.fe, .we mnust. work, to_.,kp:,nW ' .'~::,
:.. demands on the asystem lest the:s itia ted and~we_ 8: ,:
' go back through a cycle of disinterest.. ' - i:
::.$:.! ohn Kapazanjian is a former-sports editor and is currently .. :::'.
:<:~ preskent of theAthletic AssOciation.) . .- :.::

I
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Lightweight Eight-oared final on
August- 21. -Unfotunately -the
crew got off to aapoor start and
never did get-together. This was
probably due- to the short
practice time that 'they hid
together and the fact that they
were rowing in a women's shel

With world class talent
aboard, MIT's lightweight crews
should do well in the sprin
intercollegiate competition.
Hopefully they will regain "the
winning way" of the '69 creW,
which went to the Henley Royal
Regatta in England. In the
meantime the lights are looking
forward to the Head of the.
Charles Regatta in two weeks.
John Sheetz, winner last year in
the Junior Single Sculls, will
attempt an even greater triumph
this year in the Elite Lightweight
Singles.

By Brad Billetdeaux
MIT's lightweight crew squad

now includes some world class
oarsmen. Slayton Tuggle '72,
Pete Billings.'73, Mike Rowny
'72 and John Sheetz '74 rep-
resented the United States at the
Championnats D'Europe a
L'Aviron, 1971's top worldwide
rowing event.

Their European odyssey
began at the National Associa-
tion of Amateur Oarsmen's
Championship Regatta held on
the Orchard Beach Lagoon
course in New York on August
5-8. There, along with Joe Clift
'72, Roger Doxsey '69, two
members of Harvard's and one
of Yale's lightweight varsity
squads, and Chuck Roth, a

'former MIT graduate student,
they rowed under the auspices
of the Cambridge Boat Club -in
the Senior Lightweight Eight-
oared event. Their second place
finish was best of any US crew,
earning them silver medals and
NAAO sanction to row in the
European Championshipson the
US team. (St. Catherine's Row-

ing Club of Canada won the-
race, but of course was ineligible
for a berth on the US team.) The
athletes were issued blue sweat
clothes, blazer patches and of-
ficial NAAO racing jerseys.

Upon their return to practice
on the Charles, the crew, coach-
ed by MIT lightweight varsity
coach Jack Frailey, conducted
seat races in. a quest to f'id an
even faster combination. Both
Doxsey and Clift lost their seats
in the shell to oarsmen from
Princeton and Syracuse.

The European Championships
were held on Lake Bagsvaerd
near Copenhagen, Denmark, as
an official FISA (International
Rowing Federation) regatta.
That's why it was necessary to
gain national team status, as
independent entries are not
allowed.' Seat-wise. in the shell,
Tuggle was the coxswain with
Sheetz at- bow, Roth at 2,
Billings rowing 5 and Rowny
was a spare. A second in their
heat and a fourth in the
repechage put ' the former-
Cambridgers-now-USA's into the

Members of theUS tam at the European RowingCharnpionshipa
held last August' in Copenhagen, Denmark, are from -left to rihi
John -Sheetz '74, Pete Billings '73, Mike- Rowny. '72 and Slay'r.,b
Tuggle '72. P hoto by Brd Btatdes :

also. Besides Kavazanjian's three,- 
some, Rick Eskin '72 scored a-
goal and had an assist.

After a scoreless first quarter,,
the Techmen connected f'nst 
with co-captain Eskin hooking in
a comer kick. MIT went ahead]
2-0 when Kavazanjian picked up:
a loose ball and lined a shot.:
from the right corner- of the
penalty area., The WPI goalie ~
caught the ball. against theA
cross'oar but couldn't handle it,
and fell, into -the goal. . ,

WPi got on the board for the
first time in the third -quartm 
but Tech kept their two-point"'1
margin when Kavazanjian put a;
direct free kick 'right past the;
WPI goalie from 20 yards out.
Then the exhausted Tech de.
fense started to flag. 9/'1I gained-
momentum , and scored two, 
quick goals, tying the score at"
3-3.' It appeared at this pointi
that the rising tide of the-,
visitor's offense was going t0o
carry them past the- Engineers.

Then at the 15-minute mard
in the fourth quarter, Eski
carried the ball to the right
sideline, about 30 yards from
the endline and fured a crow I
field pass to the left side of the
penalty area. Kavazanjian took it!
at a full run -and, displaying :
perfect timing and finesse,-!
placed a magnificent head-shoti
into the net for the winning I~
goal.i

By Brad Biletdeaux
The-hat trick -- three..goals in

one game by one person - is an
extreme rarity in soccer, a sport,
where three goals per game is a
very respectable team effort.
Thus -there was good cause for
jubilation evident Tuesday after-
noon on Briggs Field when John
Kavazanjian '72 completed a hat
trick which carried -the MIT
soccer team to its fist victory of
the season. That it was a
comeback victory by the score
of. 4-3 "and that the opponent-
was last year's NCAA qualifier
Worcester Polytechnic only ad-
ded to the sweetness of the win,

especially for a team which has
lacked spirit and not played up
to expectations in its first three
games.

The story on Tuesday against
WPI was completely different.
Both the offense and defense'
shone in what was definitely the
team's best effort this fall. The
booters cante out in a 4-2-4
setup playing with four linemen,
only two halfbacks and lout
fullbacks. There is a lot of
pressure on the two halfbacks to
control the ball in the middle of
the field, and it is to their
individual credit that they came
throush with all of the scoring
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%Kavazanjian's hat trick
record for recent-memory
soccer. Interestingly enou
was the fist time in four
of soccer at the Institute t1
has ever scored!

The booters face Middl
at Middlebury thi weekend

Former goa Rich Straff '74
forward by outrunning tWo, WPI

shows his competence at centr
men. Techmen won the game, 4-3.

- ' ~Photo by Brad Biletdeaux
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A league:
LCA'A' 8 ...... DTD 6
BTP 21 .. . .PGD 'A' 12

Cl league: -
SAE 'C' 31
AEPi 12 -.
PKS 27 .

. .... KS 12
. . .. Stud Hse 6
. . .Burton '3 18

C2 league:
TX 21 ..... Burton '2' 13
MacGregor 6A'32 . .PSK 6

PBE 34 . . .. . ATO 14

C3 league:
CE Hydros 19 Conner '3' 6

'DKE 18 . . .. Sr Hse 'B' 0
PGD 'B' 25 . .Economies 6

PDT'B'8 .: _.I : EC'B' O
PMD 12 . . ... Baker B" 6

CP 25 . . TC'B' 6

Bi league-: 
DU I2 . ..
PDT 'A' 24
SrHse'A' 6

LCA 'B' 6
. .PLP 13

:B' 6 (OT)

V '1]3 (oT)
.W .SPE 0

. SAM 13-

-S A

.SAE

B2!eague:
Chem Eng 13 EC '"
TC'A' 36 . . ..

Westgate 19 . -.

-B3 league:
:Ai dow n 14 . ... 0-Bexley 

TDC 20 .. ... . . .SC 14
Raiders 40 .- .CE Quakers 19

Barton A' 7 . . .Baker 'A' 6

1D2 /aguee:
EC ']' 20 - ... . -.. . SN 0'

· SCDS 7 --.. MaicGreg 'B: 4
PKA 14 . . . . .- . PKT 2 -_,

Oarsmen rowAon :U - IIm-

Mazanlan scores thrice

IM Football


